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When we relaunched North East Times Magazine with a
new direction last November, the publication – naturally
– underwent numerous changes. However, one factor
that has remained constant is our commitment to
credible, long-form and trusted journalism, which blends
independent articles with commercially-supported
content. But what do those terms actually mean, and
what goes into their creation?

4Like any moment in your career, some
stand out more than others.
One that always easily comes to mind
for me came in summer 2009, when
I was embarking upon my first role in
newspaper journalism.
It isn’t a front-page story, an exclusive
interview or victory in a community
campaign that I remember, though. It is a
quick chat.
Assessing the potential stories of the
day, my news editor asked me to take the
short stroll up the road to cover several
cases at the local magistrates’ court.
Before I did, however, he briefly pulled
me aside.
“You know how to listen for the facts
and report them”, he told me, “but never
let it stop you listening for everything
else – listen for the colour and the little
details that might sound insignificant but
take words from a page and set a story
apart.”
It sounds an obvious thing to do,
but amid the complexities and mass of
information, taking that extra time to
tease out further specifics makes all the
difference.
It is a philosophy I still carry with me
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today, and it is integral to the magazine
you are reading.
We pride ourselves on being the voice
of the North East business community –
our catchline ‘inspiring stories of modern
business with the aim to educate and
engage’ – says so.
And it isn’t a phrase we use idly.
We elevate every feature we write by
listening intently and drawing out the
minutiae – the story behind a story – to
bring individuals’ business journeys and
companies’ growth trajectories to life.
This focus forms a critical element of
our transparent editorial model, which
blends independent and advertising
features to provide engaging coverage
across an extensive cross-section of
industries.
And, with the latter in mind, I thought
it might be pertinent to provide a brief
run down of the nuanced elements of our
reporting, and how they come together
to form each magazine.
The first thing to note are the terms I
use – ‘independent’ and ‘advertising’.
Like most industries, we can be
guilty of assuming understanding
when it comes to in-house phrases and

production intricacies.
Independent coverage, therefore,
means articles that are free of
commercial support.
Demarcated throughout a magazine
by the ‘Feature’ folio at the top of their
respective pages, as well as the ‘Guest
contributor’, ‘Opinion’ and ‘The Last
Word’ references, these provide editorial
freedom to cover the entire spectrum of
the region’s business landscape.
Apart from the ‘Guest contributor’
and ‘The Last Word’ sections, which
are supplied by guest columnists each
month, they are written by business
journalist Colin Young and I, include
photography from Christopher Owens,
are presented through unique designs
by head of creative Ryan Errington and
account for every magazine’s cover story.
Essentially, our independent
coverage allows us to report flexibly
and proactively on the latest topics and
trends making the headlines, both locally
and nationally, through traditional longer
form journalism.
Critical to it are our two ‘Reports’,
which use the findings of a study or
the headline-grabbing points of a news

story as a foundation stone to analyse
a subject in detail and build a fresh,
investigative piece that informs and
educates.
Linked to those ‘Reports’ are our
interview features, which, in this issue,
include football referee Rebecca Welch
and Michael Thompson and Steven
Smith, of Sunderland’s Vaux Brewery.
They typify what I was talking about
previously, in terms of listening to a story
and building a much larger and broader
narrative. Complementing this coverage
are our advertising features.
Supported commercially by our
valued partners and supporters, these
articles highlight the successes and
achievements of organisations of all sizes
– from SMEs to multi-nationals – while
increasing their business-to-business
exposure and networking connections.
Again written in longer form, by clients
or our editorial team, and in many cases
featuring our photography provision,
they spotlight in detail businesses’
expertise, insight and projects, and key
individuals in the North East business
community.
Advertising features – defined just

like independent pieces at the top
of their respective pages – create a
unique opportunity for an advertiser to
target their marketplace with impactful
coverage, including industry leaders and
decision-makers.
Running from one page to as many
as four, the latter known as campaigns,
they retain the same editorial style
and ‘educate and engage’ ethos as our
independent pages.
Futhermore, our branded campaigns
– represented by Haines Watts and
Gateshead College in the edition you
hold today – include a client’s brand,
font and colour palette, and add a fresh
dynamism to an already popular and
trusted platform.
I hope that provides a flavour of our
editorial approach and production
framework, but I’d be delighted to
discuss further if you are keen to learn
more.
In the meantime, thank you once
again for supporting North East Times
Magazine, and I hope you find this latest
issue both educating and engaging.
Steven Hugill, Editor
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Change is everywhere – we only need look back on the last year-and-a-half
to know that. But, as Steven Hugill sees, change is happening independent of
COVID-19 too, with this month’s edition reflecting some elements of the altering
world around us…

Regarding advertisements will only be
considered for up to a week after publication.
Advertising must be received by the 12th of the
month. No responsibility is accepted for errors.

4Countdown isn’t a cultural reference
I’ve ever reached for when writing an
article.
But when I read an interview with the
television quiz show’s new host Anne
Robinson, it chimed with thoughts I’ve
had for a while.
Speaking about her bosses’ delight at
her being the programme’s first female
presenter, she told the BBC: “I groaned,
because I was rather hoping we’d got
past the stage of being completely
astonished that a woman can do the
same job as a man.”
It’s a topic we cover in this month’s
magazine, in our interview with
Rebecca Welch.
When she became the English
Football League’s first female referee
in April, the media interest around her
appointment arguably overshadowed
the game she officiated – Harrogate
Town versus Port Vale.
And while the coverage was positive,
it got me thinking at the time that it
perhaps delivered more questions
than answers on gender division and
equality.
Was the reaction to her appointment
a sign of how far we have come,

and that more glass ceilings – the
male-dominated world of football a
particularly difficult one to break – are
finally being shattered?
Or was it instead proof that there
remains some way to go before a
woman doing a ‘man’s job’ can do
so without attracting unnecessary
headlines?
For Rebecca’s part, she admits to
not seeing herself as a trailblazer, and
that the word meant little if nothing to
her before she received the Football
League call.
Elsewhere, we take an in-depth
look at the ongoing regeneration of
Sunderland, focusing on a business
that is the very metaphor of the city’s
rebirth.
When Vaux brewery closed in the
late 1990s, with it went hundreds of
jobs and an iconic Wearside brand.
And for years after, the company’s
once bustling site stood as an idle and
sad reminder of lost industry.
Today, however, the scene is an
altogether different one, with huge
investments delivering multiple
business, leisure and residential
developments as part of the Riverside

Sunderland scheme.
And the Vaux name is back too,
having been revived by Michael
Thompson and Steven Smith.
We hear from the duo about the
brand’s renaissance and their plans
for its future, and we also speak to
architect George Clarke, who, while
backing Vaux’s return, is also working
with Sunderland City Council to help
bring its development masterplan to
fruition.
Finally, we cover Sage’s 40th
anniversary, speaking to co-founder
Sir Graham Wylie, who wrote the first
software package for the business
while still at university.
Recalling its establishment alongside
fellow creators Dr Paul Muller, David
Goldman and Phil Lever, and setting
out how it has changed and grown
over the years, Sir Graham reveals
how missing a school rugby match
ultimately helped establish one of
the North East’s most prominent
international success stories.
I hope you enjoy this issue.
Steven
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The COVID-19 pandemic has done many things to the
commercial landscape. One thing it hasn’t done, though, is
stop the momentum at accountancy and business advisory
firm Haines Watts.

A totem of North East business innovation the world over,
accounting, payroll and payment systems provider Sage is
this year celebrating its 40th anniversary.

Going to college can be a vital stepping-stone in any
student’s passage to employment success. But getting
those crucial qualifications are only one part of the journey.

Rebecca Welch became the first female referee to take
charge of a Football League game when she was appointed
for Harrogate Town versus Port Vale in March.

The famous Sunderland brewery name, a part of the
city from 1837 until it was prematurely and permanently
shut down 22 years ago, is making a comeback from a
microbrewery near the Stadium of Light.

Words by Colin Young

Words by Colin Young

Words by Steven Hugill

Words by Steven Hugill

Words by Steven Hugill

Words by Jack Simpson
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With more than half a year having now passed since the
UK officially left the European Union, latest figures from
the North East England Chamber of Commerce show many
of its members have been affected negatively by the new
trading landscape.
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FUJIFILM reveals
major Billingham plant
investment

Business briefing
Your curated guide to the latest news, views, trends
and technologies shaping the economic and business
landscape of the North East.

Healthcare
A drug maker behind the
development of a COVID-19
vaccine is bolstering North East
work as part of a wider
£615 million international
growth blueprint.

Nissan hails “pioneering” £1 billion zero-carbon investment
Manufacturing
Nissan has pledged to “set a roadmap for
the future” of electric transport through a
£1 billion investment that will deliver more
than 1600 new jobs, create a huge battery
factory and see a new zero-emission
vehicle made in the region.
The Sunderland car maker says its
Nissan EV36Zero plant will create a
“world-first electric vehicle manufacturing
ecosystem” that will “greatly accelerate
our efforts in Europe to achieve carbon
neutrality”.
Bosses say the factory, set for
Wearside’s International Advanced
Manufacturing Park, will be built by longstanding Nissan partner Envision AESC,
delivering 750 new jobs to the battery
maker’s operations that will help produce
as many as 100,000 power packs for
vehicles every year.
Furthermore, they say a new allelectric ‘crossover’ model will be built
on Wearside, which will create 909
production line roles, expand upon
Nissan’s existing delivery of its zeroemission Leaf hatchback, and help the
business “pioneer the next phase of the
automotive industry”.
Across the entire spectrum of the
investment, officials say 6200 jobs will be

City set for £60 millionplus twin boost
created and supported nationally.
Ashwani Gupta, Nissan’s chief
operating officer, said: “Nissan EV36Zero
will transform the idea of what is possible
for our industry and set a roadmap for the
future for all.
“We reached a new frontier with the
Leaf, the world’s first mass-market allelectric vehicle.
“Now, with our partners, we will
pioneer the next phase of the automotive
industry as we accelerate towards full
electrification and carbon neutrality.”
Reacting to the announcement,
Councillor Graeme Miller, leader of
Sunderland City Council, hailed Nissan’s
commitment to its Wearside plant as
“transformational”.
The local authority has supported the
car maker’s drive on the development of a
microgrid, which aims to deliver a 100 per
cent renewable electricity power source
capable of annually saving 55,000 tonnes
of carbon.
He said: “The microgrid infrastructure
is a key enabler of this game-changing
project and, through this, we are helping
to create the conditions for Nissan,
Envision and the wider manufacturing
cluster to thrive.”

Development

Sunderland is primed
for a “world-class” and
“transformational” double boost
thanks to investments worth
more than £60 million, according
to regeneration bosses.
Plans have been submitted for
a £36 million eye hospital in the
city, with a further £26 million
blueprint aimed at overhauling its
central railway station.
Sunderland City Council,
working with South Tyneside
and Sunderland NHS Foundation
Trust, says the new hospital will
be a “world-class development”
that – as part of the Riverside
Sunderland scheme – will replace
an existing eye infirmary and
could be operational by 2024.
The authority is also working
with Network Rail, Nexus, Grand
Central and Northern Rail to
revitalise its central railway
station.
Its plans include a new glassfronted south entrance building
[pictured], ticket office and
reception, and the creation of a
four track, four platform station
to increase service capacity.
Vaux is back – pages 86 to 91
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FUJIFILM Corporation is
increasing manufacturing
capabilities at its Billinghambased FUJIFILM Diosynth
Biotechnologies division.
Bosses say the investment will
ramp up gene therapy production
ten-fold, triple cell culture
capacity and double microbial
fermentation output at the plant
by late 2023.
Teiichi Goto, FUJIFILM
Corporation president, said:
“We will never stop in our
relentless pursuit to develop
new technologies and provide
the necessary manufacturing
capacity to meet the needs of our
customers.”
FUJIFILM Diosynth
Biotechnologies hit the
headlines earlier this year when
it revealed it was making a
crucial component in Novavax’s
COVID-19 vaccine from its
Billingham laboratories, which it
says could help deliver as many
as 60 million doses of inoculation.

Games developer in new
jobs drive

Chamber boss leaves for building
society role

Digital

Finance

A games developer and publisher
has pledged to create 100 jobs after
welcoming its 200th employee.
Double Eleven wants extra workers to
meet continued demand for new titles.
Bosses say they expect to fill the roles
over the next 12 months.
Their plans come after the business,
based in Middlesbrough, remotely
recruited 103 workers to its Teesside
headquarters, as well as a further 20 to its
Kuala Lumpur studio over the past year.
Lee Hutchinson [pictured], founder and
chief executive, said: “Our recent growth
has been phenomenal; it’s a reflection of
the increasing scale and complexity of the
type of projects we work on.”
“We have a people before profit
philosophy that heavily influences the
business and people decisions we make.”

The chief executive of the North East
England Chamber of Commerce is
stepping down after 15 years in post.
James Ramsbotham will leave his role
at the business membership organisation
later this year to become board chair at
Newcastle Building Society.
Speaking about his departure, James
[pictured above], who led the Chamber
through the global banking crisis and
credit crunch, Brexit and the COVID-19
pandemic, said the “time was right”,
adding it is “in good shape to face the
future”.
He will take over from Phil Moorhouse
at Newcastle Building Society.
Andrew Haigh, the mutual’s chief
executive, said: “James brings extensive
knowledge of business throughout our
region.”

Challenger bank makes double 		
board appointment
Finance
A Middlesbrough-headquartered challenger
bank has added two independent non-executive
directors to its board.
GBB has welcomed Mike Kirsopp and Vicky
Griffiths.
Mike has more than 40 years’ experience in SME
lending, having most recently retired as Cambridge
& Counties Bank’s chief executive.
Vicky is non-executive director at RM plc and
her CV also includes the role of senior independent
director at the British Olympic Foundation.
GBB, which hopes to launch later this year, says
it aims to be an “engine of economic growth for
regional SME developers” by providing tailored
lending to residential and commercial property
operators.
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Fairstone strengthens market
position with ASM deal

Workwear firm seeks to
create 100 posts

Finance

Manufacturing

A wealth management firm has
expanded with the acquisition of a
Belfast-based operator.
Newcastle-headquartered Fairstone
has taken on ASM Financial Planning.
A whole-of-market advice firm
specialising in the management of
investment and retirement portfolios,
Fairstone bosses say ASM’s addition
brings an extra 1500 clients to the
group and secures funds under
management of more than £250
million.
Lee Hartley, chief executive of
Fairstone, which incorporates one of
the UK’s largest Chartered financial
planning firms, said: “ASM’s focus on
quality advice and exceptional service
is exactly what we are looking for in a
business.”

An independently-owned
personalised clothing, PPE and
workwear supplier has revealed
plans to recruit 100 staff.
Workwear Express says
it needs workers to bolster
operations following a record
year that saw sales increase 30
per cent and the business work
with St John Ambulance and the
Royal Voluntary Service to kit
out COVID-19 vaccinators and
volunteers.

Huge 2250-job turbine blade
plant moves step closer
Manufacturing

Plans have been submitted to create
a “mammoth” 2250-job wind turbine
blade-making factory.
A blueprint for GE Renewable
Energy’s proposed Teesside plant has
been handed to authorities.
Tees Valley Mayor Ben Houchen
says the facility – earmarked for the
Teesworks development and planned
to provide parts for the North Seabased Dogger Bank wind farm – will
create 750 direct jobs and 1500 supply
chain posts. If approved, he says the
first turbine blades could be delivered
from the factory in 2023.
The Teesworks site includes the
base of former steel operator SSI UK.
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Bosses say the recruitment
drive will build on the arrival of
100 workers who have joined the
Durham-based business since
March last year.
Steven Curran, chief executive,
said: “One of our key strengths
is our unique insight into clients’
needs, coupled with offering
the best people and innovative
technology.”

News you may have missed
Manufacturing

4Kromek adds $6 million US
deal to order book
Consultancy keen to recruit further after Hoults Yard move
“Key milestone” as youngsRPS
opens Darlington office
Property
A property group has opened a new office
following a record-breaking period of
growth.
youngsRPS has expanded into
Darlington after seeing estate agency
profit rise 45 per cent and overall revenue
increase by a third year-on-year.
Robbie Hutchinson, director, said:
“Darlington represents a key milestone
in our growth plan to establish regional
property centres across the North that
provide both urban and rural property
services covering everything from
planning, surveying and development,
to residential and commercial sales and
lettings.”
He added Gabrielle McKenna is leading
the Darlington branch alongside sales
consultant Amanda Boynton-Moohan and
residential lettings manager Fiona Roe.

Jobs hope in TT Electronics COVID-19 work
Employment
More than 100 jobs could be created in the development of new COVID-19 testing kit,
industry bosses have revealed.
TT Electronics is working with iAbra to make its Virolens device, which the latter says
is able to deliver coronavirus tests in around 20 seconds.
Nathan Hunt, HR manager at Hartlepool-based TT Electronics, said: “Virolens has the
potential to create many high-quality, sustainable new jobs here.”
The firm is being supported by Hartlepool College of Further Education to nurture
potential candidates, who have been sourced through Hartlepool Borough Council’s
Learning and Skills Department, Tees Valley Combined Authority and Jobcentre Plus and
are now training at the institute.
Nathan added: “The responsiveness and support from the college has been secondto-none.”
TT Electronics also has a base in Bedlington, Northumberland.

Technology
A business consultancy is plotting further recruitment after opening its first office.
Whyaye says it expects to increase its headcount to more than 60 by the end of the
year following a move to Byker’s Hoults Yard. The growth plan comes as the business
seeks to build on a successful two years, which have seen it move from one employee to
in excess of 40. Many of the firm’s workers operate from home across the North East and
UK, with some embedded in teams at clients such as Danske Bank.
Chief executive Maureen Robson Norman said: “We are constantly looking for new
members.
“Our aim is to make businesses more efficient, and we have five key areas in which
we do so: improving enterprise information; programme delivery; product and platform
assurance; business change and adoption, and operational resilience.”

Turntide grows again
with AVID Technology deal
Environment
A sustainable transport operator has made
its third North East acquisition as it revs up
greener manufacturing plans.
Turntide Technologies has taken on
Cramlington-based electrified powertrain
component and systems maker AVID
Technology to bolster its newly-launched
transport division.
The move follows previous deals for
Sunderland’s Hyperdrive Innovation and the
engineering technical centre of BorgWarner
Gateshead.
Matt Boyle, managing director of
Turntide Transport [pictured], says its AVID
acquisition will “simplify and smooth a path to
sustainable transport”.
He also says it means Turntide can now
offer full electrification capabilities that
deliver one-stop powertrain, intelligence,
efficiency and control services to the most
critical industrial and commercial vehicles to
help meet global net-zero goals.
Square One Law advised Turntide Transport
on its AVID deal.

A County Durham technology firm
has secured a $6 million contract to
help US forces counter biological
threats. Kromek is working with the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) on a detection
system capable of sensing, analysing
and identifying airborne pathogens.
The deal follows previous
work that saw Sedgefield-based
Kromek develop a vehicle-mounted
biological-threat identifier and
miniaturised mobile wide-area
bio-surveillance system for DARPA,
which is a US Department of
Defense agency. Bosses say the
new agreement takes the overall
programme value awarded to the
NETPark firm to around $13 million.

Built Environment

4Hospitality plans for 		
ex-bank headquarters
Plans for a multi-million-pound
residential and hospitality scheme
in a former city centre bank’s
headquarters have been submitted.
Developer Portland Real Estate
Group wants to turn Allied Irish
Bank’s ex-base in Newcastle’s
Collingwood Street into an
apartment, bar and restaurant
complex.
Bosses say the project will
support more than 100 jobs during
construction and create 15 full-time
positions across bar, hospitality
and cleaning services. If approved,
on-site work is expected to start in
September, with tenants projected to
begin moving in during early 2022.

For more news and views across the
North East, visit our website @
www.netimesmagazine.co.uk/news
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Guest contributor

Driving forward the
region’s net zero future
Automotive

Nissan’s recent £1 billion
announcement to create both
a new vehicle battery factory
and zero-emission model in the
region only added to a swell of
investments in the sector that
promise to put it at the forefront of
electrification technology.
Indeed, no sooner was the
Wearside car maker taking
down the bunting from a media
day to celebrate its low carbon
commitment, than Britishvolt was
hailing the approval of its plans to
create a £2.6 billion gigafactory in
Blyth, Northumberland.
The latter says its development
has the potential to create as many
as 3000 direct jobs and make
300,000 batteries every year by
2027.
And with Turntide Technologies
having acquired AVID Technology
Group, Hyperdrive Innovation and
BorgWarner Gateshead in recent
weeks to power its sustainable
transport division, the region
seems primed to play a crucial
role in accelerating low carbon
advances across the UK and
beyond.
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Words by Paul Butler
Chief executive, North East Automotive Alliance

A summer of delight for the North East’s
automotive sector
With recent announcements having put the region’s electric vehicle credentials at the
forefront of news headlines, Paul Butler, chief executive at the North East Automotive
Alliance, says the area is primed to accelerate the net zero drive.

4What a great summer it is turning out to
be for the North East’s automotive sector.
The temperature hit boiling point on
July 1 with the announcement of a £1
billion investment from Nissan, Envision
AESC UK and Sunderland City Council to
supercharge the region as a net zero leader.
The unveiling of electric vehicle hub
EV36Zero, alongside Nissan’s £423
million commitment to producing a new,
all-electric ‘crossover’ at its Sunderland
plant, and Envision’s £450 million plans
to build a gigafactory on the International
Advanced Manufacturing Park, has secured
many supply chain futures and reaffirmed
the region’s position as the UK’s leading
location for vehicle electrification.
It all represents fantastic news for a
sector that has been bravely grappling with
Brexit and the COVID-19 pandemic, and
was complemented by further positivity
when Britishvolt received planning approval
for its £2.6 billion gigaplant in Blyth, which
will be one of the largest ever industrial
investments in the UK.
Elsewhere, Turntide Technologies
acquired NEAA members AVID Technology
Group, Hyperdrive Innovation and
BorgWarner Gateshead, and Peak
Resources is delivering a £112 million
processing plant in the Tees Valley to
produce the rare earth products critical
for electric vehicles and renewable energy
technologies.
Since December 2020, the region has
seen a staggering £3.85 billion worth of
investment towards electrification – no
other UK region compares to ours.

We are home to Europe’s most successful
battery electric vehicle, the Nissan LEAF,
Europe’s first giga battery manufacturing
facility at Envision’s current site, and are the
only UK region with full power electronics,
motors and drives capability, producing
more than one million electric motors per
annum.
Furthermore, Liebherr has an electrified
mobile harbour crane and Komatsu UK
started production of its hybrid excavators
at its Birtley plant in 2014.
We also boast leading research
capabilities.
The UK’s Driving the Electric Revolution
(DER) programme is being led by
Newcastle University, which will see the
establishment of the Driving the Electric
Revolution Industrialisation Centres (DERIC) – North East.
And the Advanced Propulsion Centre
– funded by the Government to make the
UK a centre of excellence for the research,
development and production of low carbon
propulsion technology – has an Electric
Machine Spoke at Newcastle University.
All of this investment offers exciting, new
opportunities for the supply chain.
With all of that in mind, we are
looking forward to welcoming back our
flagship North East Automotive Expo,
at Sunderland’s Beacon of Light, in
September.
It will provide the supply chain with an
excellent opportunity to reconnect with
the region’s automotive sector through our
Meet the Buyer event and hear from our
keynote speaker Britishvolt.

Guest contributor

Jack Simpson_

Battling against Brexit
challenges
Trade
Five years on from the referendum,
and more than half a year since Britain
officially left the European Union (EU),
the impact of the trading transition is
becoming ever more documented.
Nowhere is it more highlighted
than in a recent North East England
Chamber of Commerce survey, which
found 75 per cent of respondents had
suffered difficulties post-Brexit.
Covering a wide range of issues,
the study assessed areas such as
difficulties in the new arrangements,
advantages created by Brexit, cost
implications and logistics.

Headline figures included 37.5 per
cent of respondents saying their EU
sales had reduced since the start of
the year, and just 17 per cent revealing
they had improved.
In addition, more than half reported
experiencing difficulties in navigating
new customs processes, with 41 per
cent saying they have struggled to
absorb the financial burden caused by
the changes.

Words by Jack Simpson
Training and global network adviser, North East England Chamber of Commerce

Retaining our global potential
With more than half a year having now passed since the UK officially left the European
Union, latest figures from the North East England Chamber of Commerce show many
of its members have been affected negatively by the new trading landscape. Here, Jack
Simpson, the organisation’s training and global network adviser, says new resources
to address trade barriers, fresh trade deals and support to open trade capacity are
imperative to easing the situation.

4The Chamber recently published its
survey of internationally trading members
that shared their experiences since the UK
left the European Union (EU) on January 1
this year.
Businesses overwhelmingly believed
the EU exit was having a negative impact,
with 75 per cent saying they had suffered
negatively (55 per cent negative and 20 per
cent very negative), compared to just four

per cent who were positive (three per cent
positive and one per cent very positive).
However, when we dig down into the
responses, we find there is no single
reason, but a range of issues, that are
causing this feeling of negativity.
This has largely been the sentiment
of the last six months, with members
reporting issues from duties to immigration
and regulations to VAT as harming their

trade with Europe.
The effect was laid out in the UK’s recent
regional trade figures, which showed a 22
per cent decline in NE-EU exports, and a
29 per cent decline in NE-EU imports.
While we saw a pandemic drop and
recovery, there is a subtle difference that
the pandemic affect dissipates, but EU exit
introduces new trading barriers for the
long-term.
The top reported issue was difficulties
around new customs processes, with 53
per cent finding them hard or very hard.
As EU members, sending goods to
Berlin was as easy as sending them from
Newcastle to Teesside.
However, leaving the EU has meant
a new trade border, which requires all
goods to undergo some form of customs
processes, documentation or checks to
move out of the UK into the EU (and vice
versa).
Tariffs are the often-mentioned issue,
with 41 per cent of respondents struggling
with new costs and six per cent unable to
absorb them.
Rising costs and complexities are a
long-term threat, as it makes us less
competitive, and more likely that an EU
customer will buy German rather than
British.
This is the challenge before us,
making sure the region remains globally
competitive and that a generation of
business is not deterred from benefitting
from international trade.
Recent research found internationally
trading businesses have increased
innovation, profits and wages, compared
to similar non-traders.
We need new resource for businesses
to address practical trade barriers, and
logistical support to open trade capacity,
and we need to utilise new trade deals to
promote and deliver new opportunities,
while aligning key sectors with the EU to
develop stable trade.
I am hopeful Brexit pain will ease, but
the barriers to trade will remain, and we
therefore need to focus on and utilise what
makes us competitive to make sure barriers
don’t lock up our global potential.
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Opinion

It’s just not cricket
For many, the official start of the
English summer is heralded by
the sight of cricketers bedecked
in Test match whites and the
accompanying sound of ball
thumping against bat.
This year, though, the scenes
weren’t so idyllic.
Just hours into England’s first
match of the year on home soil,
authorities were forced to take
swift action after historic racist and
sexist messages by debutant Ollie
Robinson were exposed on social
media.
Rather than resonating to the
beat of an exciting new season, the
episode instead provided echoes to
attitudes of the past.
It also highlighted the everincreasing role social media plays
in society and how, as people, we
leave a digital footprint wherever
we go.
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Recruitment

A new platform for recruitment?
Much has changed in the last year-and-a-half, not least the recruitment process, where
video interviews have become the norm thanks to COVID-19. But something else is
stirring.Where once CVs, face-to-face interviews and reference requests shaped the
employment process, now social media is playing a part, with increasing numbers of
firms judging prospective workers through their platform posts. So, in our increasingly
technological world, are we headed for an altered employment landscape, where our
digital footprint becomes central to our journey through the recruitment process?

Words by Steven Hugill

4Lord’s Cricket Ground’s famous Father
Time weathervane has borne witness to
its fair share of storms.
Bent 90 degrees by high winds in 2015,
it was damaged by a 1992 lightning strike
and has been present throughout all the
metaphorical dark clouds to have swirled
around the national team after poor past
performances.
It was rather apt then, that when
another storm blew in, it did so under the
watchful gaze of the near 100-year-old
gauge’s well-known protagonist.
This time, though, the squall came
not from the atmosphere but the
Twittersphere.
Busy making a name for himself on
the field during England’s Test match

with New Zealand, home debutant Ollie
Robinson was having the same effect off
it.
Just hours after standing with
team-mates in an anti-discrimination
t-shirt, historic racist and sexist tweets
resurfaced from the 27-year-old’s past.
The resulting deluge was as swift as it
was justified.
Despite a penitent post-match
interview, Robinson was suspended and
subsequently banned for eight matches
and fined £3200, with cricket bosses
promising future “collaborative education
and training” for players around social
media. The episode sparked many
questions, a good number about his
character and future in the game.

Recruitment

It also got me thinking about the
vetting of players.
Clearly, England’s hierarchy, which
scouted him for a couple of years, knew
nothing about Robinson’s social media
past (the messages were posted when he
was 18 and 19-years-old) despite the allpervading nature of technology platforms
on our lives.
Yet in the ‘traditional’ world of work,
in the offices and factories that sit at the
heart of the UK economy, employers are
regularly casting their eye over potential
recruits’ social media pages.
The CV and interview routine may still
be the most popular way of assessing
a person and their aptitude for a role,
but the contents of profiles on sites
such as LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram are becoming increasingly
important too.
With more people using social media as
a soapbox to document their political and
social opinions, such websites can strip
bare prospective employees by exposing
– if they exist – darker sides that could
have otherwise been concealed during
the traditional application process.
“Some employers do check social
media, whether they are meant to
do so or not, and use it to form the
background of their employment
process,” says Richard Hogg, founder
and chief executive of Newcastle-based
recruitment and outsourced talent
services company Jackson Hogg.
“They’re trying to understand a person
and their associations, so it goes beyond
words to things including ‘likes’, shares,
pictures and the connections people
might have to other individuals.
“Previously, employers went down
the educational and technical reference
route, but they are increasingly checking
social media because we have all got a
digital footprint – and that information is
out there to see.”
And the process is fast becoming a
commercial venture too.
As one of a growing number of
companies to offer “social media and
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online reputation screening”, Neotas
markets itself as being integral to a firm
getting a handle on a potential recruit.
According to its service offer, the
London-based company protects
organisations from “unnecessary
exposure” by scrutinising candidates’
platforms for “employment-related
business risks including terrorist activity,
violence, and sexist and racist behaviour”.
With such provision, it’s difficult to see
this sort of action not increasing in future
years, particularly as our digital world
– already accelerated by COVID-19 –
becomes ever more played out remotely
across computer and phone screens.
In principle, of course, this isn’t a bad
thing.
Anyone engaging in messages of
bigotry and hurt raise immediate
questions, not just about their suitability
for a role but as a person in general.
But I believe it prompts other points
too, ones around repenting and about
when a person is fully ‘forgiven’.
By scouring their social media past,
and searching for anything that might
pull the shutters down on a job opening,
is there an argument to suggest we are
denying them of a chance to prove they

have changed?
This, I should add, is not an intention
in any way to downplay or dismiss the
actions of Robinson.
His tweets were not acceptable, in fact
they were horrid, and the ban he received
was more than appropriate.
But they were sent by someone who,
according to his employer Sussex County
Cricket Club, “is a very different man
from the one that wrote those tweets
and (who) has clearly learned much in the
intervening years.”
So, when we look at social media, and
we see a person, who, like Robinson,
has posted messages nearly a decade
ago, should we as society, and indeed
employers, factor in some mitigation
when we judge them based on their
online behaviour?
Richard thinks so.
“All of us change over time,” he says.
“We have all lived through different
seasons in our lives and I think people
should be allowed to move on from past
mistakes.
“People can – and do – turn their lives
around, and if someone has genuinely
reformed their mindset then they should
be able to carry on.”
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Insurance for the future
As society looks to reopen following the national lockdowns and restrictions caused by
COVID-19, one business there to help ensure the landscape returns towards the normality
we once knew will be leading independent insurance broker Todd & Cue. Having built a
reputation for trusted service with the personal touch for more than 40 years, it is now
looking to build on the success of a recent management buyout by extending its market
presence. Steven Hugill finds out more.
www.toddcue.co.uk
@ToddCue

Todd & Cue
-

Operating from
Team Valley’s
Kingfisher House,
Todd & Cue
provides a raft
of services to
both corporate
and SME clients.
Supporting the
former with
services that
include business
interruption
insurance, cyber
liability insurance
and engineering
risks, it works
with the latter
on areas such
as hotel and
guesthouse
insurance, pub
insurance and
public liability.
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IT’S FAIR TO SAY THE LAST 18 MONTHS		
have left us all in need of some reassurance.
Businesses have felt the exact same way.
Amid the maelstrom of the COVID-19 pandemic,
support for commercial operators – and an empathetic
understanding of their individual challenges – has
arguably never been more important.
One company that has delivered just that – and
continues to do so – is Chartered independent
insurance broker Todd & Cue. Its personal approach,
however, is not merely a response to coronavirus.
It is, in fact, a cornerstone of the Team Valley-based
business that dates back more than 40 years.
Founded in 1979 by Trevor Todd and Steve Cue, and
subsequently taken on by the latter with Chris Scott,
the firm has long prided itself on delivering tailored and
considerate assistance to clients of all sizes, from sole

decisions are made by us, with client needs at the
forefront of that decision-making process.
“Often, in larger corporate brokers, perceived red
tape may prove restrictive, but our independence
allows us to make the right choice for customers, as
well as colleagues.
“Furthermore, we have real rapport with clients; we
deal with all matters, from policy inception to claims
resolution, and every step of a client transaction is
dealt with under one roof.”
“It is all about long-term relationships,” adds Glenn,
who reveals Steve and Chris remain with the firm,
assisting in servicing some corporate accounts.
“When we take a client on, they are looked after by
an executive account director and a day-to-day account
handler.
“Those people have all worked here for many years,

traders to publicly listed companies.
Such commitment has garnered customers across
the UK, and its current management team says the
dedication will remain a golden thread in plans to
further extend its market presence.
It has also helped the business long maintain a
position in the Insurance Age Top 100 UK Brokers
list and, in more recent years, become a member of
Brokerbility, the group of like-minded independent
insurance brokers that place around £400 million of
written premiums into the market.
And it remains a key part of the firm’s independent
standing, which continues to be of real importance
to the team and was strengthened in September 2017
when Mark Armstrong, Julie Rea and Glenn Cue –
Steve’s son – completed a management buyout.
Mark says: “The buyout means we were able to
continue being the masters of our own destiny; all

which provides real continuity, and we fund our entire
team’s CPD training and qualification programme to
ensure our colleagues continued learning also benefits
the client.
“We also have our own internal claims department,
which is not a given for all insurance brokers in today’s
market.
“That again helps deliver a personable service and
sets us apart,” continues Glenn, who has been with the
business for 22 years.
“It is a hard market at the moment; insurance rates
are increasing at a time when the economy has faced
real challenge.
“But our strong relationships with clients and insurers
means we are able to place a client with exactly the
right partner.”
Julie, who has previously worked within the
international broker market, adds: “What we sought to

achieve with the buyout was to retain Trevor, Steve and
Chris’ principles.
“We are always at the end of a phone and there is no
such thing as a stupid question.
“It means clients don’t see us as their insurance
broker, we are more like partners and seek to assist
them with their wide and varied queries.”
The close nature of support to which they allude has
only been emphasised during the COVID-19 pandemic.
With a good proportion of Todd & Cue’s client base
operating across the hospitality and commercial
property sectors, the situation called for – and
continues to demand – even greater assistance.
“Our flexibility and agility have been reinforced over
the last year-and-a-half,” says Mark, who has 19 years’
experience with the firm.
“Even through periods of lockdown, we had clients
needing us to attend a survey or see us in person in
a safe environment at their premises, because that is
what they’ve come to expect.
“Many other brokers haven’t been able to provide
that, however, because the edict has been to work from
home.”
He adds: “We have a significant book of licensed
trade business which Glenn manages on our behalf –
and these clients have suffered terribly.
“It has led to some very difficult discussions but
one of the things we were able to do was to speak to
our insurer partners and deliver bespoke solutions for
customers, particularly in the licensed trade sector.”
“Client retention has remained very high,” continues
Glenn on the business, which places almost £14 million
worth of premium into the market.
“And as things reopen, our focus is on helping clients
move forward again.”

Pictured, from
left to right, Mark
Armstrong, Julie Rea
and Glenn Cue

The momentum to which Glenn refers, though, will
not be solely limited to Todd & Cue’s customer base.
The firm, which employs 25 people and hasn’t
furloughed any staff across the duration of the
pandemic, is pushing on itself, with Mark revealing
plans to add four staff to its roster to aid market
expansion.
“We service clients the length and breadth of the
country, and we now see a real opportunity to drive on,”
he says of the firm.
“Client numbers have grown over the last three years,
and by bringing in new blood and adding experience we
are hopeful of seeing more of that.”
He adds: “We are open to exploring any opportunity;
we are not averse to exploring acquisition opportunities
where appropriate.
“However, we won’t do something just to bolster
income.
“Any acquisition, individual or company, would have
to complement our existing ethos.”
One area where the company is keen to progress
is through the use of technology, having previously
launched a claims app.
Glenn says: “If you have a motoring accident, suffer
property damage or have a liability claim, you can use
the app and immediately upload photos and record
critical third-party information.”
Mark adds: “It’s about trying to work as closely as
possible with clients to help them understand how
they might manage risk and how things like real-time
reporting of claims can deliver benefits to the cost of an
insurance programme.”
And, with such innovative measures helping move
the business forward, Mark, Glenn and Julie have their
eyes on the next generation, to ensure Todd & Cue’s
philosophy continue across years to come.
Mark says: “If possible, we would like to create our
own internal succession plan and bring people on board
of a similar mindset to us; it would be nice to continue
in that vein.”
“It’s about giving opportunities,” continues Julie, who
has ten years’ experience with the company.
“We have previously brought in apprentices, and we
look to develop people at every stage.”
Ultimately, though, whatever the make-up of its team,
Mark says the business will always have honesty and
empathy at its core.
“The single largest differentiator in the broker market
is service,” he adds.
“And that is what we all pride ourselves on.”
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At the forefront of the technological revolution
Leading independent law firm for businesses Muckle LLP has created a data and digital
team to act as a catalyst for innovation and game-changing technological advances across
its wealth of services. It has also launched Muckle Collect, a platform that uses robotic
processing technology – and was founded following a knowledge transfer partnership with
the University of Sunderland and Innovate UK – to improve efficiency and performance
across its debt recovery division. Steven Hugill speaks to Julie Parr, the firm’s director of
business improvement, to learn more.
www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP

Muckle LLP
-

Muckle LLP’s
specialist teams
cover a raft of
industries and
sectors, which
include banking,
corporate,
commercial,
construction and
engineering, data
protection, debt
recovery, dispute
resolution,
employment,
IT, intellectual
property, real
estate, education,
energy,
agriculture,
manufacturing
and sport.
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AN EVER-CHANGING WORLD REQUIRES EQUALLY
flexible thought.
Just look at the business sector.
With previous norms standing helplessly
dichotomous against COVID-19 flux, organisations have
had to fundamentally change accustomed practices to
maintain progress.
The health crisis has called on – and continues to
demand – companies to restrategise for the longterm, factoring in the measures impelled by COVID-19
alongside deeper-rooted policies that will resonate in a
post-pandemic world.
For leading independent law firm for businesses
Muckle LLP, however, such a focus is nothing new.
Indeed, the company was busy laying the
foundations for its future long before coronavirus

Speeding up initial administration tasks around client
cash retrieval, in the process increasing operational
efficiency, it has already delivered improved success
rates for customers.
Furthermore, the innovative automated approach is
now part of Muckle’s newly rolled out wider-focused
digital application, which provides clients with
convenient and streamlined access to the company’s
valued support.
“Debt recovery is a crucial part of making sure any
business survives, and we have very experienced debt
recovery staff,” says Julie.
“However, when I looked at what we could do to
further improve operations, I saw we needed to ‘tech
up’ our resource to provide even further valued services
and create a product that would give us a much wider

spread across the globe.
With a real emphasis on driving forward innovation
and game-changing technological advances, the
Newcastle-based business embarked upon its firstever knowledge transfer partnership (KTP) with the
University of Sunderland and Innovate UK nearly three
years ago.
Channelling the skills of KTP associate and Durham
University Computer Science graduate Allen Roberton,
with those of a data scientist and computer scientist,
and the direction brought by a KTP manager, the firm
set out to develop a product to improve high volume,
back-office work, such as debt recovery.
The result is Muckle Collect.
Using advanced robot technology, it was first
conceived as an early-stage app by Julie Parr, Muckle’s
director of business improvement, who was tasked with
enhancing the firm’s debt recovery services.

reach in terms of customers knowing about our debt
recovery expertise.
“I explored how we could bring it to fruition and
came to the KTP after conversations with Sunderland
Enterprise Council.
“The more I heard about a KTP, the more I thought,
‘this is exactly right for a medium-sized law firm such as
Muckle’; to have that knowledge and influence coming
into your business is just phenomenal.”
And after benefiting from the skills and insight of
Allen, who is from Darlington, and his supporting
academics, Julie says it promises to deliver huge
benefits for customers seeking to recover debts.
“When clients use Muckle Collect, they’re asked to
input both theirs and their debtors’ details, and upload
invoices too,” says Julie.
“They are then taken to a pricing structure page, and
can choose the risk they want to associate with a debt.

“They can pay a fixed cost, or choose our ‘no
recovery, no fee’ method, and there are then a number
of filter questions to answer, such as if the debt has
been disputed.
“What this does is paint a picture of a debt for us; we
can see how a debt fits together,” continues Julie, who
was Muckle’s head of finance for several years.
“It also drives predictability around the probability and
worth of pursuing a debt, and how best to collect it.
“Ultimately, the data analytics and scientific aspect
of what we are doing marks us out as being very
different in debt recovery – it strengthens processes
further and helps us become even better at debt
recovery for clients.”
However, the technology’s introduction, adds
Julie, will not be to the detriment of Muckle’s longrecognised commitment to personal customer service.
She says: “When clients use Muckle Collect, they
put their information on the system that then delivers a
prompting email to us.
“We take over with the back-office processes, but
also contact the client via telephone, to maintain a
personal relationship. People have always liked to
speak to other people here at Muckle.”
Julie continues: “We work with the client, as well
as the debtor, to try and negotiate payments, and that
strong ethos will only continue.
“We work very much on the Muckle values of trust,
teamwork and doing the right thing; it is why people
come to us to collect debts.
“They value our professionalism and support we
provide to maintain relationships with a debtor – they
don’t want the hard-hitting debt recovery collection
agency that only works on collection of fees.
“Furthermore, our services are much more costeffective than a credit control agency because we
provide the whole legal spectrum.
“If we encounter an issue, we can bring in an
insolvency lawyer or a dispute resolution colleague,
for example, to assess the case alongside our highlyskilled, multi-disciplinary debt recovery team.”
And while driving forward the law firm’s debt
recovery services, Muckle Collect has also proven a
catalyst for the wider introduction of data analysis
across the business.
The company’s recently-formed data and digital
team, which is spearheaded by Julie and includes
Allen as lead data and digital developer following the

culmination of his KTP, is inspiring further innovation
and game-changing technological advances across
day-to-day processes.
And Julie says the team, which also includes finance
assistant/data and digital technicians Rios Dhadra and
Katie Barrett, is already delivering fantastic benefits.
Julie says: “Allen is already helping us use new
technology to improve workflows and offer better
services.”
The step-change to which Julie alludes was no
better reflected than when Muckle picked up the
Legal Practice Management (LPM) Practice Excellence
Award for Innovation last year, for its use of technology
in debt recovery.
“As we were developing Muckle Collect, the
business was asked to do a really large amount of debt
recovery work, so we thought about how we could use
technology to help with that,” says Julie.
“Allen, as part of his training and development, had
gone to Canada for a data science boot camp and while
he was away, I researched around robotic processing
and automation (RPA).
“When he got back, I said to him, ‘we need to use a
bit of Muckle Collect now to do some work and I really
think RPA could help’.
“It just so happened that Allen had heard about it in
Canada too, and he literally created a robot in a day.
“Not only did it work instantly, but it increased
efficiency and meant the debt recovery work we had
been given was completed very efficiently.
“RPA will change the face of how we all work, and
we will be right at the heart of it.
“Ultimately, it will help us continue delivering what
we have always done; getting the right results for
clients.”

Pictured, from left
to right, are Allen
Roberton, Julie Parr,
Katie Barrett and
Rios Dhadra
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Bringing people, processes and software
technologies together
In a world of ever-increasing digital connectivity, the value of robust software solutions has
never been more important. One company helping operators ensure their processes remain
strong is Gateshead-based ZEST I/O. Here, founder Zeynel Badak reveals more about its
services and support for SMEs.
www.getzest.co.uk

ZEST I/0
-

Founder Zeynel
Badak will be
showcasing ZEST
I/O at EMCON
2021, which will
take place at the
Xcel Centre, in
Newton Aycliffe,
County Durham,
on September 9

TELL US ABOUT ZEST I/O?
ZEST I/O is a cloud software and consultancy company
with a clear focus on facilitating and enabling digital
transformation. Our customers are small to mediumsized enterprises (SMEs), which need modular, agile and
tailored software solutions to streamline their business
processes.

and trusted brand to go to for facilitating and enabling
digital transformation. In the medium to long-term, we
would like to establish mutually beneficial partnerships
and business relationships with other companies, who
provide innovative and complementary solutions so that
we can continue to offer scalable and futureproofing
solutions to our customers.

What is the mission of the business?
Our mission is to become a recognised and exemplar
company in the development, enhancement and support
of software solutions for our SME customers. As our
software runs in the cloud 24/7 and on any device,
we would like to take advantage of emerging digital
technologies and grow our business organically in the
UK and globally, while solving our customers’ problems
and satisfying their expectations.

Tell us about your background?
I graduated as a mechanical engineer from Teesside
University. After my degree, I completed my Masters,
which led to working with some amazing engineering,
manufacturing and service companies - primarily in the
North East. Over the past 20 years, my career has taken
me to projects and positions in consultancy services and
software implementation projects - all leading to process
improvement, information technology-driven change
and digital transformation.
What has been your career highlight?
Setting up my own company. Despite the global
pandemic, and all the trials and the tribulations that
came with it, ZEST I/O is here and serving both our
software and consultancy customers. I believe that
we all became better and stronger - professionally and
personally - during the pandemic. I am ever so grateful
to our customers, friends and invaluable contacts in our
business network for their ongoing support and custom.

What are your short and long-term 			
plans for the business?
Software technologies continuously evolve and develop.
The pace is mind boggling - especially for companies
who are not savvy or not natural technology enthusiasts
or followers! In the short-term, we would like to
establish ZEST I/O as a customer-oriented, innovative
26

Who or what inspires you?
I am a relationship person. Listening to problems
and challenges, and helping the business community
with tangible benefits and improvements is a great
motivation. As the name ZEST suggests, I am a dynamic,
energetic and enthusiastic person by nature. These
personality traits, coupled with a passion to help our
customers become more efficient and operate better
companies, truly inspires me.
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Haines Watts

Climbing
ever
higher
Haines Watts X
North East Times

The COVID-19 pandemic has done many things to the commercial landscape.
One thing it hasn’t done, though, is stop the momentum at accountancy
and business advisory firm Haines Watts. The company, which has offices
in Newcastle and Darlington, has flexed against the ongoing uncertainty to
retain its position at the head of its market. And as Steven Hugill discovers,
plans are in place to deliver yet further success.
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There is something rather fitting about
the location of Haines Watts’ Newcastle
office.
Standing at the peak of the city’s Long
Stairs passageway, its lofty position is
perfectly symbolic of the company’s
upwards trajectory.
Fuelled by enduring client demand,
the accountancy and business advisory
firm has created new jobs and secured
national acclaim over the last year, which
is now laying the foundations for further
regional growth.
Its place alongside the historic
passageway, however, speaks of
something else too.
To reach Long Stairs’ summit requires
overcoming seemingly countless steps
of innumerable depths and degrees of
angle.
For businesses, the COVID-19
pandemic has – and remains – a similarly
exhausting journey.
Haines Watts, though, is making
great strides.
And, says, regional managing partner
Donna Bulmer, its progress is down, in no
small part, to the company’s sustained
local presence.
Though part of the UK-wide Haines
Watts brand, its North East operation
runs as a standalone entity, with Donna
and Jonathan Scott – supported by
a dynamic leadership team and an
85-strong team behind them – making
decisions locally that provide tailored,
real-world support to regional firms and
help drive sales, service and profitability.
Its guidance covers a plethora of areas,
from accounting services, including
statutory accounts, corporation tax and
VAT returns, to auditing and assurance,
and advice on international and personal
tax.
Furthermore, the firm uses latest
technology to support clients’ ambitions
through real-time cloud accounting,
operates a team of corporate finance
specialists that helps businesses
secure growth funding while providing

www.hwca.com

assistance with mergers, acquisitions
and disposals, and guides charities of all
sizes on compliance, governance, tax and
VAT matters.
Donna says: “We are part of a national
group, which allows partnerships and
LLPs to sit together under the Haines
Watts umbrella, and that delivers two
crucial benefits.
“Firstly, it provides us with the size,
strength, depth, breadth and experience
that comes with being part of a firm
that has 1100 people and £100 million
turnover across the UK.
“The way we operate also provides
autonomy to take action locally that
helps us grow in the North East and align
ourselves with the region’s business
community, its economy and how it
could affect our clients.”
The independence and individual
nature of services to which Donna
refers is emphasised by tax partner
Jonathan, who reveals the extent of the
company’s strategic advice and support
programmes to SMEs and business
owners – coupled with its commitment
to personal relationships – continue to
make Haines Watts’ North East business
an attractive proposition for regional and
national clients.
He says: “When we were setting out
our plan, we didn’t limit our growth
aspirations solely to the North East.
“We now have clients from Devon to
Glasgow, and even some in Dubai too.
“Our autonomy is very much part of
that, as is our ability to work with clients
very closely.
“That is very much borne out
when we come up against the ‘Big
Four’ accountancy firms or larger
independents, which haven’t been able
to build such specialisms into their
operations or are typically housed in
different parts of the country.”
Donna adds: “People are attracted by
the North East way of doing work.
“We provide responsive and proactive
support that gives clients real value for

@haineswatts

money. The relationships we build and
the ethos we have running through the
company is equally attractive.”
And nowhere has the differentiating
status of the firm been more highlighted
than during the COVID-19 pandemic.
With clients facing continued financial
uncertainty amid national lockdowns
and continuing social restrictions, the
business – whose North East turnover
stands at £7 million – pivoted its support
to provide customers with unique
insight.
Cutting through the slew of
Government updates, and bypassing the
confusion caused by Downing Street’s
tiered system last year, Haines Watts’
North East team dedicated itself to
producing thought leadership articles for
individual sectors and the businesses’ –
and owners – therewithin.
“We are relied upon by clients to
be a critical friend. Their wellbeing is
very important to us too,” says Donna,
who joined Haines Watts in 1996 as a
graduate in its audit and accounts team.
“When the pandemic first began,
the light was really shone on business’
finance functions and their cashflow, and
lots of clients turned to us for advice,
some for the first time in this area.
“But in the first six weeks, we were
also coaching, listening and reading the
guidance as it came out to help clients
because they needed to know.
“Sometimes it was just a case of our
clients knowing they were not alone in
their challenges.
“And that was reflected in the thought
leadership articles we started – and
continue to produce,” continues Donna.
“Rather than flooding clients with
constant news, we took a conscious
decision to digest the information and
provide it in a meaningful way.
“We pride ourselves on being the go-to
place for SMEs and business owners, and
we know they have really appreciated
us interpreting changes to regulations
and making them relevant, rather than
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regurgitating what Boris Johnson has
said.”
The company was similarly proactive
in adapting to the demands placed upon
it by the pandemic, with swift measures
implemented, including the move to
home working, to ensure operations
continued while the team remained safe.

As well as opting to close its office
until at least September last year, in
the process providing team members
with IT and other equipment to function
remotely, the business also doubled
down on a previous commitment to
mental health and wellbeing initiatives.
“We had visibility on what was
happening on the continent, in London,
and across the wider accountancy and
business advisory sector before it really
hit us in the North East,” says Donna.
“We tested our working from home
capability before the country went into
lockdown and took the decision to close
the office and send everyone home the
week before it actually happened.
“We took control because we couldn’t
plan for ourselves or our clients as it was,
and it took away anxieties and worries
for our team.
“It was the making of why we
continued to have a successful year,”
adds Donna of the business, which has
now adopted a hybrid working system.
She continues: “When we moved
to this office in October 2019, we
introduced various initiatives such as
yoga, volunteering opportunities and
mindfulness sessions.
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“These had all started, and were
proving very popular, when COVID-19 hit.
“We still wanted to provide our team
with something, so we did yoga in the
bedroom or living room on video calls
and had mindfulness sessions weekly, as
well as lots of remote team catch-ups to
ensure everyone was connected.”
And, say both, the support has proven
extremely popular, with the existing
team feeling integral to operations and
new arrivals attracted by its offer.
The latter is reflected in the firm’s
recruitment of 25 people during
the pandemic, which Jonathan says
highlights not only Haines Watts’
reputation in the North East but also its
forward-thinking approach.
He says: “One of the benchmarks we
wanted to instil into this business was
people wanting to come and work here
– it’s hard to test that but over the last 12
months it has really come to the fore.
“People are finding us; they want to
work for Haines Watts.”
Such reputation recently saw the
business’ operations ranked in the North
East’s top 30 by Best Companies –
placed 17th – for its commitment to its
team’s wellbeing, culture development
and mindfulness support.
It was the only accountancy firm in
the region to make it on to the list, says
Donna, who became regional managing
partner in 2014.
“It marks a big achievement for us,”
she says.
“It reflects our engagement levels, how
we communicate with the team and how
we’ve removed the sector’s traditional
hierarchical approach.
“We are all one big team here; we
listen to people and share our results and
successes to create a place where people
want to work and provide a great service
for clients,” adds Donna, who reveals
Haines Watts’ national operation was
ranked the seventh best accountancy
firm to work for.
And Jonathan, who joined the business
as an apprentice in 2007, says the
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positivity provided by its team additions
and national commendations is reflected
in the marketplace, where a number of
operators are enjoying success.
Furthermore, he says the firm – which
runs a sister office in Darlington and
merged with Gateshead-based RHK
Accountants in 2019 – has seen increased
need for its services from individuals
keen to address their respective financial
situations.
Donna adds the pandemic has also
heightened demand from business
owners around mergers, acquisitions and
disposals.
“There is a lot of optimism, especially
in the tech sector, which has had a
massive boom in areas such as gaming,”
says Jonathan.
“We’ve also got a lot of clients in
construction, a number of which have
increased turnover during the period.
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“In addition, the pandemic has pushed
people to look at their wealth and
inheritance tax exposure – with a large
increase in solicitors being engaged to
re-write wills – and we’re having more
key discussions than ever with clients.
Donna adds: “Exit strategies are on the
table now too; people have dusted off
their plans and re-focused their minds.
“For some, those plans might have
been three to five years away, but the
pandemic has brought forward questions
around their options, the value of their
business, management buyouts and the
conditions of the market for merger and
acquisition activity.”
It isn’t just the business’ clients that are
planning for the future, though; Donna
and Jonathan have an equally ambitious
growth blueprint for Haines Watts’ North
East operation that will deliver more
jobs.
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It includes using the company’s
Darlington office as a springboard for
expansion in the south of the region,
where developments such as the Redcarbased Teesworks industrial hub and the
Government’s 1350-job Treasury North
campus, planned for Darlington, will
complement Teesside’s freeport status.
Donna adds: “We’ve always had a
presence in Darlington, and our expert,
local people are perfectly placed to help
operators that will be investing in the
south of the region.
As a business, we’ve been on a real
growth journey for a number of years
now, which has been based around
reinvestment and a strong commitment
to understanding and working with
clients’ specific needs.
“That has helped us put the North East
on the national Haines Watts map, and
we are ready to do so much more.”
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Scaleup North East
helps Dragons’ Den
star Super U target
international expansion
Founded by Charlotte Bailey and Sean
Ali, Super U was created to pursue the
couple’s mission to make superfoods more
accessible for everybody.
www.scaleupnortheast.co.uk

Scaleup
North East
-

RTC North
is delivering
Scaleup
North East in
conjunction with
the North East
Local Enterprise
Partnership. The
programme is
part-funded by
the European
Regional
Development
Fund and is aimed
at supporting
North East
businesses that
can demonstrate
both the hunger
and the potential
to achieve high
levels of growth.
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SINCE ITS INCEPTION IN 2017, SUPER U HAS
created a signature range of products to help support
immunity, digestion, skin health, energy and focus.
Founders Charlotte Bailey and Sean Ali recently
enjoyed a highly successful appearance on BBC One’s
Dragons’ Den, where they received investment offers in
full from all five dragons.
With ambitious plans to rapidly grow and conquer
international markets, Super U has raised investment
via crowdfunding platform Seedrs.
The funds will enable the brand to start building its
team, increase stock holding and marketing spend, and
fund its initial US launch.
For the last two years, Super U has been working
alongside dedicated Scaleup partner Craig Huntingdon,
as part of the Scaleup North East programme.
In addition to being certified organic, Super U blends
are gluten-free and plant-based with zero sweeteners,
flavourings or fillers.
Products within the range contain the most nutrientdense ingredients on the planet, from berries to greens,
functional mushrooms, adaptogens and plant proteins.
In 2020, Charlotte and Sean were recognised at the
Great British Entrepreneur Awards as Health and Wellbeing Entrepreneurs for the North East of England.
In March 2021, they secured their first industrial
premises in Gateshead to manage order fulfilment, UK
distribution and product manufacturing.
Working closely with the owners has allowed
Scaleup North East to fully understand their ambition
and long-term goals and help them to ‘set the compass’
– a vital part of understanding the direction of travel
and where real value can be added.

In recent months, Scaleup supported the business
to prepare for the Dragons’ Den pitch and subsequent
crowd funding campaign to enter the US market, as
well as bringing some key functions in-house.
Charlotte says: ‘We have received fantastic
mentoring from Craig throughout the past 18 months.
“The programme has really helped us begin to scale
and make better choices within the business in order to
grow at an even quicker rate.
“They’ve provided advice on a number of areas, from
marketing and brand, to financials and investment.”
Craig added: “The brand’s development was
validated recently on Dragons’ Den, with all five
dragons making an offer without any negotiation.
“The episode was filmed some months ago and since
then it has become apparent that the business can, and
should, plan to deliver a quicker and more ambitious
move into the US market.
“Sean and Charlotte’s crowdfunding approach allows
friends, family and fans of the product to share in the
success of Super U. We will continue supporting the
business with internationalisation and other projects
critical to achieving rapid growth.”

The world has changed: does your brand fit the
new model?
As restrictions lift, reflection starts; the world has changed and many businesses with it
– and now is the time to look at your brand and ask, does it still work? Here, Phil Lowery,
managing director of brand and creative agency Projector, helps answer this question.
www.yourprojector.com
phil@yourprojector.com

IT’S NOT UNCOMMON FOR BUSINESSES TO REVISIT
their brand every seven years – in fact, it’s often
recommended.
In wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, however, the
need to review it has been accelerated – largely caused
by a dramatic market shift that has changed how brands
structure themselves to support the current and future
goals of their business.
Assess your positioning
Before deciding that changing your brand is the
solution to all your problems, you need to identify why
it deserves this attention, and whether it requires a few
tweaks or a total overhaul.
Has your business offering changed, have you got a
different audience now compared to March 2020?
Maybe you’re simply looking to create some noise
to remind customers that you’re still there, or perhaps
you’re going through a merger and need a deep dive into
your output?
Whatever has changed for you in the last 18 months,
assessing your positioning is the first thing you need to
consider before you can move forward – and the best
way of quickly finding this out is through a discovery
workshop where we work with firms to uncover what
makes the business tick.
Review the impacts it has had on your visual identity
Once you’ve identified your position, the next step is
to review the impact this shift has had on your brand’s
identity; this is where you decide how much of your
brand will need to change and be reflected in your
communications.
This will be a bigger job for those firms who’ve
previously existed in an offline world, as they will need
to create a look and feel designed for the digital age.
That’s not to say that brands which had already
embraced digital channels will be unaffected either.
For the service-led industry, this might mean
overhauling your website and imagery to feature a

Projector
-

To find out more
about how you
can benefit from
Projector’s brand
support, call 0191
265 2400.

new, hybrid way of working and interacting with your
customers.
While, for product-based businesses, you’ll need to
learn to promote new products in a way that stands
out against the noise and reassures your customer that
you’re adapting to their needs.
Whatever the outcome, a review and update of your
brand’s look and feel following the impact of the last 18
months is key.
Activate your findings through good creative
With the right positioning and a brand identity that
supports the goals of the business, it’s time to work
on the creative output and messaging for your sales
materials and ad campaigns.
Remember, with a global change in media
consumption and today’s lifestyle choices, the playing
field has become increasingly level – giving small
businesses an opportunity to punch above their weight,
while meaning big companies need to work hard to
avoid brand fatigue.
Whichever end of the scale you’re at, good creative
and consistency in delivering your message will help win
the battle for the right attention.
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Readying for
take-off again
Amid changes to Government regulations
on COVID-19 travel, Nick Jones, chief
executive at Newcastle International
Airport, reveals how it is continuing to keep
passengers safe while boosting the region’s
global connectivity.
www.newcastleairport.com
@NCLairport

Newcastle
International
Airport
-

For more
information on
the airport’s
2021 and 2022
flights schedule,
visit www.
newcastleairport.
com/discover

How has the airport supported the region’s business
community to stay connected during the COVID-19
pandemic?
Our airfield has remained open to provide the vital
connectivity the region relies upon.
At the very start of the pandemic there were a few
short weeks where all airlines ceased operations. Since
then, however, we have been able to maintain regular
scheduled flights, which has secured connectivity
between the North East and the wider world.
Our scheduled airlines, including Air France, British
Airways and KLM, operated regular services to key
European hubs including Paris Charles de Gaulle,
London Heathrow and Amsterdam Schiphol, which
allowed those who needed to travel for essential
reasons – offshore and engineering workers, medical
professionals and students – to connect across the globe
from Newcastle.
Loganair, Scotland’s leading airline, maintained links
between the North East and the UK throughout the crisis
too. Its route to Aberdeen is vitally important for those in
the oil and gas industry.
We understand connectivity is an important part of
retaining jobs in the region, and have been working hard
to maintain connections and establish new routes and
services to support that long-term recovery.
Tell us about the new route with Lufthansa?
It is the perfect example of how we are working to
build connectivity to the wider world.
Lufthansa, Europe’s only five-star airline, has shown
great confidence with its investment.
Many North East businesses have interests in
Frankfurt or wider Germany, so we are delighted this
route is now available to them.
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But Frankfurt is also an excellent leisure destination
and, as international travel recovers, passengers will be
able to access Europe, the Middle East, the Americas,
Africa and Asia Pacific via Lufthansa’s resumed global
network.
What should passengers expect when travelling?
Passengers will notice several changes in the terminal.
We have a ten-point plan of safety measures, which
includes enhanced cleaning regimes and more than 100
hand sanitiser stations.
Indeed, we were recently awarded an International
Civil Aviation Organisation accreditation for our
COVID-19 safety measures. For passengers that require
tests prior to travelling, or on their return to the UK, we
have an on-site testing facility that offers a range of inperson COVID-19 tests. It is Government approved and
operated by Newcastle-based NPH Group.
As we enter a period of recovery, what are the medium
to long-term plans for the airport?
We are continuing to focus on our Net Zero 2035
strategy, in line with the Government’s ‘Green Recovery’
agenda. In January 2020, we announced a target of
becoming a net zero carbon emissions airport by 2035.
We remain committed to this and recently took
delivery of a new electric airfield bus, a first in the UK
and the first of a whole fleet of electric vehicles that will
be introduced over the next 15 years.
With demand expected to rise throughout 2021 and
into 2022, our airline partners have added additional
capacity at the airport for next summer.
This includes commitment from Jet2.com and
Jet2holidays to operate another two aircraft from
Newcastle, an additional 300 flights and 60,000 seats.
Furthermore, low-cost Turkish airline Corendon will
operate new flights to Antalya and Dalaman.
This is in addition to TUI’s recent announcement,
that a fourth aircraft will be based at the airport next
summer, offering flights to 29 destinations.
We are preparing to recommence our international
marketing campaigns using our Visit North East England
brand, which will work to encourage overseas visitors
to the region, and support growth from an inbound
perspective.
We are looking forward to welcoming more
passengers back to the terminal, and hope that by
maintaining the region’s connectivity, we can support
the North East’s recovery.
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THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME

A totem of North East business innovation the world over, accounting, payroll and payment
systems provider Sage is this year celebrating its 40th anniversary. Now employing thousands
of staff, and serving the needs of millions of customers, the North Tyneside-headquartered firm
has made significant strides since its inception at the beginning of the 1980s. Here, co-founder
Sir Graham Wylie, who wrote the business’ first software package, speaks to Steven Hugill
about its origins and international growth journey.
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4Speak to those in the know across
English rugby union and the name Roger
Uttley will draw an appreciative nod.
The former Gosforth player, part of the
1974 ‘Invincibles’ Lions team that went
undefeated in South Africa, was equally
integral as a coach when England reached
the 1991 World Cup final.
Such was his influence, that the English
Rugby Football Union describes the
towering backrower as a “world-class
tactician (who) could read and influence
games”.
It transpires he wasn’t too bad at
understanding people, either.
Just ask Sir Graham Wylie.
As a 14-year-old “computer whizz-kid”
in the early 1970s at Whitley Bay High
School, Sir Graham wasn’t ever destined
to star in the rugby team’s first 15.
Moreover, Roger knew it.
“I remember one particularly rainy, cold
and horrible day in November where I had
to go and play rugby,” says Sir Graham.
“Roger was my games teacher back
then and just as I got to the changing
rooms, his huge frame appeared in front
of me in the doorway.
“He told me there was an opportunity
for some of us to go to Tynemouth
College and ‘play on the computers’ – I
jumped at the chance!
“It was my introduction to computer
science.”
Sardonic though Roger’s comment
may have been, his throwaway line – and
Sir Graham’s subsequent avoidance of
scrums for software that day – helped set
in motion a journey that would eventually
lead to the birth of multinational
accounting, payroll and payment systems
provider Sage.
Headquartered in North Tyneside,
and employing thousands of people who
support millions of small and mediumsized companies worldwide with a suite
of cloud-based products, the FTSE 100
firm is this year celebrating its 40th
anniversary.
Shorthand for businesses seeking to
improve their bookkeeping operations,
it has grown rapidly over the past four
decades, with domestic advances

complemented by international
acquisitions that have taken the Sage
name to all corners of the globe.
It wasn’t, of course, always this way –
far from it, in fact.
When the kernel of Sage began to
sprout, it did so from the lecture halls and
corridors of Newcastle University.
For it was here, where Sir Graham,
who was studying a computer sciences
degree, crossed paths with Dr Paul Muller,
a man once part of the NASA space
programme that helped put rockets on
the moon.
Those explorations may have
represented a giant leap for mankind,
but Sir Graham’s meeting with his future
business partner symbolised another
immense step forward.
“Paul discovered lunar mascons (mass
concentrations) on the surface of the
moon, which enabled the Apollo moon
landings,” says Sir Graham.
“And when he finished his work, he
went around the world lecturing about it
and came to Newcastle University.
“He actually loved the city so much that
he moved his family here.
“He later became a Government
consultant in IT, in particular using
computers to improve back-office
functions; he was very advanced in his
thinking.”
And when Dr Muller sought a
programmer to work alongside him, Sir
Graham was quick to respond to his
advert in the university’s Claremont Tower
reception.
Using the basics accrued from his
ongoing degree studies, Sir Graham
began writing a software package for
record keeping – which provided some
“pocket money and cash for future
Newcastle United tickets”.
It would, of course, lead to so much
more.
“I had my interview with Paul, got the
job, and the following day I was on a
train with him down to Manchester to
see a shoe manufacturing client that was
interested in improving its back-office
accountancy processes,” says Sir Graham.
“I actually went to university in a suit
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and tie for my lectures so I could leave
to go to the office to finish writing the
software and meet potential clients.
“University was very important for me
– I didn’t learn how to write the software
in the language I used to create the first
incarnation of Sage there, but I did learn
the theory and discipline of how to do
things like information processing and
arranging customer names.”
Thanks to his relationship with Dr
Muller, Sir Graham met David Goldman
and Phil Lever, of ex-Newcastle Quaysidebased operator Campbell Graphics
Printers.
David liked what he saw from the
burgeoning venture and, using a
Government grant, helped miner’s son Sir
Graham modify his initial programme for
use by his company.
So impressed was he that he
subsequently proposed Sir Graham
and Dr Muller join him and his existing
business partner to officially launch
the accountancy software into the
marketplace.
“David came along to look at what we
had done and told us we had the basics
of a good accountancy package,” says Sir
Graham.
“I’d actually previously been to see an
accountant in Barnard Castle, to learn
more about the processes of accounting
– he had a shoebox of receipts and a
shoebox of invoices, and he taught me the
basics.
“David said to me that if I took the idea
of those two shoeboxes and put them
together, I’d have a leading accountancy
platform, because I’d have a customer file
and a supplier file, which allowed people
to see where things had, or hadn’t, been
put.
“I did that, factored in a profit-loss tool
and an estimating and job costing tool,
and that became the start of what we
know Sage as today.
Launched in 1981 and named after the
cooking ingredient – the final decision
coming after the quartet played around
with other herbs including basil, rosemary
and thyme, which they’d seen on posters
in Newcastle’s Rose & Crown pub – they
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made swift progress.
“After we had launched, we sold the estimating and job costing
side of the business, which left the accounting platform, and the
money we got from it allowed us to grow,” says Sir Graham.
“But we did four things right that really helped us too.
“Rather than me travelling around the country in my Datsun
Cherry with a computer in the back, we set up a dealer network
and we very quickly had 100s, if not 1000s of resellers marketing
our software to customers.
“We also took the pressure off the resellers in terms of
customer installation; we let them get on with selling the
programme and we taught customers how to use it.
“It meant we built up a client base very quickly.
“We understood the importance of maintenance and support
contracts too, of selling upgrades every year and, crucially, we
also worked closely with accountants themselves.
“We asked ourselves, ‘who was in a great position to influence
customers into buying back-office software?’ The answer, of
course, was accountants.
“So, we went out and got accountants across the UK to engage
with us.”
Sir Graham, who is Sage’s last surviving founding member,
continues: “Another thing that helped us was Lord Alan Sugar.
“Back when he was just Alan Sugar, he launched the Amstrad
PCW 8256, which came with a screen, keyboard and discs, all in
one for £300.
“Two years later, he brought out another PC, and both
developments brought with them affordability for smaller
businesses.
“As technology became increasingly used for back-office
work, we rode the wave of business going from paper-based
accounting to getting it on to a computer.”
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Its commitment to creating a robust sales and support
framework, allied to the technological advances of the time,
may have helped the company gain a foothold in the domestic
marketplace, but its progress was supercharged in 1989 when
Sage joined the London Stock Exchange.
Benefiting from shareholders’ backing, the firm set in motion a
mergers and acquisitions drive that quickly became the catalyst
for national and global expansion.
Sir Graham says: “We brought in some venture capitalists to
bolster the business and they wanted an exit strategy – which
was going public in 1989.
“It gave us the ability to buy more firms and there were initial
deals in France, the US and Germany that really started the
overseas growth.
“Paul Walker was then appointed chief executive in 1994,
having been with the business for a number of years previously,
and he drove the growth of the group in the UK and overseas
through further acquisitions.
“Our strategy was to buy the market-leading or second
market-leading equivalent of Sage in a country, re-label it and
give them our model to follow.
“It was never planned like that when we started, though,” adds
Sir Graham, who retired from the company in 2013.
“We were a typical small business that had its ups and downs
like any other.
“But it just grew and grew, and the work we put in during the
earlier years, and then the stock market flotation, allowed us to
put down some very strong foundations in the first 20 years that
the business could then grow upon.
“Sage is a perfect example of what you can achieve by being in
the right place at the right time, with the right product and a lot
of hard work.”
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TIMELINE
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Four decades of
serving customers
across the globe

1981

1989

Lee Perkins, Sage chief operating officer
and chair of CBI North East

Sir Graham Wylie

www.sage.com

4“As a business born in Newcastle,
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we’re proud of our strong heritage; the
part we play in the business community –
supporting more than half of the region’s
SMEs – and the part we play to support
communities across the North East
through Sage Foundation.
“More than anything, we’re very
proud that Sage has been helping small
businesses for 40 years.
“The early stages of this journey to help
customers be more efficient were laid
down by our founders – David Goldman,
Paul Milford Muller and Sir Graham Wylie
– by creating the accountancy software
category.
“This provided a great foundation
for Sage to build on – and for helping
businesses thrive through using software.
“Over recent years, we’ve been busy
helping businesses move from desktop to
cloud ways of working, transitioning Sage
to become a successful SaaS business
driven by better enabling businesses to
work anywhere, any time, through our
Sage Business Cloud vision.
“Today, we’re the biggest UK-listed
FTSE 100 tech company, with more than
two million Sage customers and 12,000
colleagues across more than 20 countries.
“We remain close to our roots in
the North East, with a new global
headquarters at Cobalt Business Park,
where we will continue to help our
customers and partners, our colleagues
and our communities thrive.”

Company is founded in Newcastle by Sir Graham Wylie,
Dr Paul Muller, David Goldman and Phil Lever

Lists on the London Stock Exchange

1991

Enters the US market and does the same
in France a year later

1994

Paul Walker is appointed chief executive

1999

Joins the FTSE 100 and enters the
Portuguese and Swiss markets

2000

Hits the two million customer milestone worldwide

2003

Sir Graham Wylie retires from his role as UK managing
director of the business

2009

Goes beyond six million customers globally

2012

Enters the Brazilian market

2017

Introduces Sage Business Cloud

2019

Reveals £40 million North East investment blueprint to create an “improved
experience for colleagues, customers and partners”, which includes moving from
offices on North Park to space at Cobalt Business Park

2021

Launches Knocking Down Barriers strategy to tackle societal and economic
inequality. Pledge includes working with social enterprise MyKindaFuture and
Jobcentre Plus to provide digital content, mentoring and training support for
people from disadvantaged or under-represented communities across the UK to
start their own businesses. Firm also vows to become net zero across operations
and supply chain by 2040
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Supporting young people for a digital now,
not a digital future
Jo McGovern, operations lead for Accenture’s UK Advanced Technology Centre in
Newcastle, explains the urgent imperative to educate more young people in digital skills —
and why the pandemic should be a catalyst for this, rather than a canceler.
www.accenture.com
@AccentureUK

WHEN I TALK TO MY COLLEAGUES, FRIENDS AND
family about what has got them through lockdown,
there has been one consistent theme – technology.
Whether it be enabling us to work from home,
keeping us connected with family and friends,
ordering groceries, making GP appointments,
home-schooling children or keeping entertained
– technology has been at the heart of most of our
interactions over the last 18 months.
Isn’t it interesting, then, that many people still don’t
understand how it works— choosing to focus only on
how they can use it?
We tend to take for granted that it’s there when
we need it, and that it will continue to advance every
single day – without much of a desire to comprehend
the ‘how’.
The same is true even for the ‘digitally-enabled’
Generation Z.
Despite the fact this generation has grown up with
technology as an intrinsic part of their lives – in how
they socialise with friends, access entertainment, and
now even education – they are not quite the digital
natives that we assume them to be, nor that employers
need.
The digital skills gap
Our Advanced Technology Centre in Newcastle sees
first-hand the rapid pace at which demand for digital
skills is increasing.
And with that comes major resourcing challenges.
At a time when recruitment is on the rise, finding
people with the necessary technology skills can be a
challenge.
There is a concerning gap in digital skills that
are required for modern business. And that’s only
considering the skills that are required now – what
about those that will be required in the future?
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Less than half of UK employers believe young
people are leaving full-time education with sufficient
advanced digital skills.¹
It’s therefore imperative for business to provide
support on the development of skills that are currently
lacking.
We need to be part of the solution. For our business
– and clients – not only for the future, but right now.
So, what can businesses do?
We need to continue to reach into the communities
where we work and live, to support and collaborate
with institutes and bodies that are leading on
educational development.
Accenture, for example, works with combined and
local authorities, strategic bodies, such as the North
East Local Enterprise Partnership and the North East
England Chamber of Commerce, as well as voluntary
and industry partnerships, to deliver and support
outreach and engagement activities that help people
of all ages develop their digital skills and support them
on their search for employment.
We’re also governors and enterprise advisers of
local schools, participating in education industry
panels with learning providers.
For example, our people regularly volunteer to
deliver assemblies, attend parents’ evenings and
careers fairs, support career safaris (with students
and parents visiting our Technology Centre), and
provide work experience initiatives, such as teacher
externships and mentoring programmes.
Being a member of the North East Apprentice
Ambassador Network is also valuable in providing
opportunities for young people to get real-life
experience working in technology for a large
corporate organisation – while we also benefit from
the talent and skills they bring to our business.

¹ www.worldskillsuk.org/news/new-research-highlights-uk-digital-skills-gap

We’ve found that collaboration is absolutely key.
Working with brilliant organisations like Movement
to Work, The Prince’s Trust, Connexions, Moving
on Tyne and Wear and WISE enables businesses
to reach those who may never have considered a
career in tech, especially those from disadvantaged
communities.
Innovation driven by diversity
We know that diversity, when coupled with a culture
of equality, is critical to unleashing innovation.
So not only do we need to support the collective
‘young people’, we must also encourage more people
from a diverse range of genders, ages and industry/
organisational/cultural backgrounds to consider a
career in tech.
Accenture’s outreach team in Newcastle runs an
extensive range of programmes, including tailored
workshops delivered to all ages and abilities – that
cover interview skills, CV writing, presentation skills,
mock assessment centres— and technical workshops
for beginners, to train them in programmes such as
HTML, Power BI and Java.
We’re also working with the Institute of Coding
at Newcastle University to develop new delivery
programmes such as our Master’s Conversion
Apprenticeship, which aims to support those from a
non-technical background to transition into a career
in technology, while gaining a fully-funded Master’s
degree.
Continued support through the pandemic
Karen Marshall, Accenture’s apprentice, education
and engagement lead in the North East added: “We’ve

all seen COVID-19 press the pause button on many
things over the last 18 months, including educational
and social mobility programmes.
“However, we appreciate that it is now, more than
ever, that support for these programmes is critical.
When the full impact of the pandemic first hit, we
quickly moved to adapt and deliver our programmes
virtually – and we’ve helped other organisations do the
same.
“We understand that young people and those in
‘cold spot’ areas have been among the worst affected
over the last 18 months, and we also acknowledge
that potential participants who are most in need of
upskilling and re-skilling opportunities do not have
access to equipment enabling them to join virtual
programmes – therefore providing laptops and access
to the internet is another way that businesses can
support those most in need.”

Accenture
-

Accenture’s
Newcastle-based
UK Advanced
Technology
Centre forms part
of the company’s
international
presence,
which sees it
work across 120
countries and
employ 569,000
employees
worldwide.

The digital now
We often talk about the ‘digital future’.
But to survive the events of late, every business has
had to become a digital business now.
What we need more than ever is to see the same
pace of transformation in the education system –
supported by business – to ensure our young people
are encouraged and empowered to pursue digital
careers.
And while new technology and innovation will go
some distance in helping solve some of the enormous,
collective challenges we face today, we have a
responsibility to ensure technology doesn’t leave
people behind. For Accenture, creating value also
means helping communities prepare for the future.
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Freeport optimism – but focus needed on skills
and collaboration
A new study from transatlantic law firm Womble Bond Dickinson shows regional businesses are positive
about the introduction of new freeports in England, which will see a new trade zone created on Teesside.
However, it adds that work remains to be done to bolster skills and infrastructure to ensure the venture’s
success.
www.womblebonddickinson.com
@WBD_UK

NORTH EAST BUSINESSES ARE CONFIDENT AHEAD
of the arrival of freeports in England – but education
and business leaders have raised concerns around
skills shortages and the need for more collaboration
to drive success, according to a new report from the
region’s largest law firm Womble Bond Dickinson.
Representing the views of more than 500
organisations from across the UK, the survey shows 43
per cent of North East respondents believe freeports
will have a positive impact.
The regional response to the study – which includes
contributions from Port Clarence-based Wilton
Universal Group, Middlesbrough College, Lloyds Bank
and Connected Places Catapult, and covers a range of
sectors and business turnover size – was in line with
the 44 per cent national average and the 45 per cent
who believe freeports will help enhance UK imports
and exports.
However, only 17 per cent of regional respondents
to the report, titled ‘UK Freeports: An overview
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Pictured:
Peter Snaith,
partner and head
of manufacturing
at transatlantic
law firm Womble
Bond Dickinson

of business sentiment’, felt they had a clear
understanding of how freeports will operate and how
governance will work in practice.
This mirrored the national viewpoint; businesses
want to understand the practicalities of how the
initiative becomes a reality and see better guidance
on how freeport activity will be secure and fair for the
whole region.
When asked about skills, 56 per cent in the North
East agreed freeports have the potential to regenerate
areas and create highly skilled jobs.
Furthermore, 52 per cent based within a freeport or
free zone in the region said they plan to create more
skilled roles over the next two years, owing to the
impact of freeports and associated incentives.
Peter Snaith, partner and head of manufacturing at
transatlantic law firm Womble Bond Dickinson, says:
“The survey reveals a large proportion of businesses
in freeports and free zones right across the country
expect to create more skilled roles in the next 12-24
months.
“This is a great indicator that freeports will bring the
benefits they promise and help to build opportunities
in the surrounding areas.
“However, we’d like to see this reach extend right
across the regions in which freeports are located, and
for certain aspects of the initiative to have a greater
national impact.
“Multiple contributors across the country, from
both business and education sectors, also agreed that
collaboration is what’s needed to drive this success.”
Bill Scott OBE, chief executive at Wilton Universal
Group, adds: “The future of freeports is yet to be
proven, however, when piecing together the many
positives it’s hard to see beyond the substantial
benefits they could bring to the region and the UK.
“That said, freeports success will require hard

work, determination and commitment from all those
involved.
“Right now, in the UK, we are amid one of the worst
skills shortages for a very long time, and the root of
this problem needs to be resolved in order to fill the
roles that freeports promise to bring.
“Only then will we see the full benefits unfold – this
means a collaborative effort from central and local
government and businesses alike.
Bill continues: “Preparation for freeports is
essential.

Freeports have the potential to regenerate
areas and create high skilled jobs in
surrounding areas:

60%

24%

16%

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

“By preparing the areas where the ports will reside,
you create longevity for the plans beyond the fiveyear freeport status.
“And by looking at the bigger picture, the support
needed is evident.
“The livelihoods of those people residing near,
and those relocating to the freeports areas, are of
paramount importance.
“Good quality housing, school and road
infrastructure will be needed to fulfil their potential.”
In the report, Gary Chapman, director of industrials
and infrastructure at Lloyds Bank, says clients have
already reported an increase in inbound enquiries
following the Government’s freeports announcement
in March.
He says: “The extent to which freeports will benefit
the UK is still a question mark for a lot of clients.
“However, it is clear from discussions that freeports
offer a big opportunity.
“There is a lot of excitement around the inward
investment opportunities that exist, and clients
are reporting that they are dealing with inbound
enquiries, which is a really positive sign of things to
come.
“There is a wide recognition as a bank that
freeports are about the creation of opportunities
within the free zones, and not just the ports
themselves.

“It is essential to recognise that ports are the
facilitator, and that we need to put our arms around
the wider hinterland to ensure success for wider
regions.
“One of the key drivers for success will be avoiding
displacement and ensuring jobs are not moved from
an already prosperous area to one that is less so.
“We must also ensure stakeholders work
collaboratively; collaboration for the greater good
and entire regions is the only way we will see real
economic growth, skills creation and success from the
proposed freeports.”
Nigel Emmerson, partner and head of Womble Bond
Dickinson’s Newcastle office, adds: “Only 34 per cent
of respondents were aware that businesses outside
of freeports and free zones could access similar
incentives and initiatives as those within the customs
and tax sites, highlighting that not enough businesses
are accessing the reliefs and incentives available to
them.
“We would love to see the Government expand
the possibilities of customs and tax benefits within
regions by allowing customs warehouses or those with
appropriate authorisations to link up more formally
with the freeport sites.
“This could make it exciting, creating mutual
benefits and expanding the success in the region.
“The Government’s decision to establish a freeport
on Teesside was excellent news for skills and
regeneration, and it’s very encouraging to see at this
stage the majority of respondents in the North East
were positive around the potential impact.
“The survey highlights a number of key trends but
most importantly emphasises what we are hearing
from our clients: freeports will not drive success in
isolation.
“Freeports will not be the answer for every business,
but used as one tool in the economic toolkit, the
benefits could be significant if all plans are realised,
and that’s a really exciting opportunity.”

Womble Bond
Dickinson
-

For more
information
about Womble
Bond Dickinson’s
UK Freeports:
An overview
of business
sentiment’
report, and to
view its findings,
visit www.
womblebond
dickinson.com/uk
rebuild-freeports

Pictured:
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Freeports in the UK will have a
positive impact for my business:

44%

32%

24%

Agree

Neutral

Disagree
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Your local trusted
business advisor
Jill Streeter, office managing partner at
Azets in Seaton Burn, shares her career
journey, outlook for business and passion
for investing in the next generation. A
Chartered Certified Accountant with more
than 20 years’ experience in the accountancy
industry, she grew up in Newcastle and has
spent her career working with businesses
across the region.
www.azets.co.uk
@AzetsUK

Azets
-

All vacancies can
be found at
www.azets.
co.uk/careers
Applications
from those who
are looking to
work flexibly
or preferring to
work part-time,
reduced hours or
term-time only
are encouraged.

WHO ARE AZETS?
Azets is the UK’s largest regional accountancy and
business advisory firm to SMEs.
In the North East, we have eight offices that are
based in Alnwick; Crook; Durham; Guisborough, east
Cleveland; Hexham; Seaton Burn; Sunderland and
Wynyard.
Wherever you are in the region, we have an office
nearby, and we pride ourselves on providing a locally
delivered service to local people and businesses.
We have ambitious plans to grow within the next five
years through a combination of organic growth and
compatible acquisitions, creating around 100 new jobs in
the local area and taking our turnover to around 		
£30 million in the North East.
Describe your typical clients
I work closely with a wide range of interesting clients
from sole traders, owner-managed companies and
SMEs across a broad range of sectors that include
manufacturing and construction.
I enjoy getting to know the intricacies of their
individual businesses, providing advice and helping them
grow.
I’ve worked with a number of my clients for many
years, supporting them on their business journeys and
working together through their ups and downs.
They all share a similar ethos of passion, dedication
and North East grit!
What’s your outlook for the future?
It’s undoubtedly tough out there for many businesses in
the region against the backdrop of the current pandemic
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and wider economic challenges.
We are seeing demand from businesses for advice on
improving financial health, altering business models and
diversifying services, as companies and individuals look
to navigate through the increased levels of uncertainty
and change to support revival and future growth.
My advice to any North East business is to act early
and seek advice if they are struggling now, or think cash
flow may be squeezed in the coming months.
The earlier they act, the more options they’ll have to
continue trading and recover.
How has the pandemic changed your working style?
Like many others, I’ve worked from home for most of the
last year.
I’ve really missed seeing my team and clients in
person, and it’s been great to start to meet up with
people again since restrictions have eased.
As part of our growth plans, Azets is investing in a
fully digitised, mobile-enabled working environment,
providing our people with even more choice and the
flexibility to work from anywhere.
Many of our existing offices in the North East will
benefit from re-modelling to provide more agile and
flexible working spaces.
Investing in the next generation
We’ve recently recruited six graduates in the North East,
as well as three school leaver apprentices.
Azets has a long tradition of recruiting and developing
school leavers and graduates, and we’re proud to attract
local talent from the region’s schools and universities.
I studied at Walker Technology College, and it’s great
to see students from other local schools and colleges
joining our firm.
Azets is able to offer a varied career path for new
starters, with the option to work across different parts
of the country and to specialise in different aspects of
accounting and business advisory, from general practice
and tax to corporate finance, technology consultancy
and restructuring.
Joining Azets
We are actively looking to add talented people to our
team in the North East at all levels, from school leavers
to partners and everything in between.
The region is booming thanks in part to high profile
investments such as the Teesside freeport and Treasury
North, in Darlington, and it’s a great time to join a
growing firm with ambitious plans.
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Going to college can be a vital stepping-stone in any student’s passage to employment
success. But getting those crucial qualifications are only one part of the journey. Equally
important are life experiences and real-world opportunities that mould learners into
more rounded, work-ready individuals. And nowhere is this principle better highlighted
than at Gateshead College, which combines the highest standards of education with
industry relationships and a chance to develop the skills that give students a unique
employment edge. Steven Hugill speaks to the college’s deputy principal Chris Toon and
former students Nathan Lough and Lucy Frost, to find out more.

@GATESHEADCOLL

PROVIDING
AN ADDED
EDGE
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Pictured: Nathan Lough AKA Gladys Duffy
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Later this year, Nathan Lough will have
audiences in raptures when he embarks
on tours as drag queen Gladys Duffy.
Elsewhere, as Gladys has them laughing
in the aisles, Lucy Frost will be taking the
first steps towards a law degree while
working for a start-up social enterprise
fashion apparel group committed to giving
back to the environment.
Their stories couldn’t be more distinct,
yet for all their divergence, they are bound
by a common denominator – Gateshead
College.
Nathan and Lucy’s career journeys owe
much to the education provider’s ethos
and all-encompassing support.
When learners leave a college, they do
so with a list of qualifications.
When they walk out of Gateshead
College for the final time, however, they do
so as socially mobile, culturally enriched,
work-ready individuals.
“There is a very different ethos here that
goes beyond qualifications,” says deputy
principal Chris Toon.
“We are part of a young person’s journey
and are a springboard for their futures;
qualifications are super important, but
those alone don’t help a student make that
leap from college to work.
“This isn’t just important to the student
but it’s what businesses are telling us
is critical when they’re looking for new
employees.”
Integral to the philosophy to which
Chris alludes is the college’s commitment
to delivering students with what it calls

employment edge.
It sits at the heart of everything the
college does and means its students are
given the best opportunities by moulding
the highest standards of education with
the real-world skills so sought after by
employers.
“From day one, we work closely with
each and every student to understand
what they might want to do and highlight
the great opportunities available both
regionally and nationally,” says Chris.
“Furthermore, we introduce them to the
qualifications needed to get them to their
destination, and work with hundreds of
organisations to offer a real-life context to
what we teach.
“They work with us to make sure the
skills our students learn are exactly what
industry needs.
“The college has nurtured a really strong
network of partners across sectors, which
are really invested in the educational
experience we offer here and see how it
benefits them in the long run.
“Our industry partners help shape
curriculum, they give students a chance
to experience their business through
setting projects, providing work experience
and industry placements, taking part in
question-and-answer sessions and helping
them understand what it is really like to
work in different sectors and what will be
expected of them.
“This approach is all part of our
commitment to delivering education with
employment edge,” continues Chris.
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“It raises their aspirations too – by
having the chance to be pushed
out of their comfort zone they see
what they’re capable of and this can
mean a change of direction, and we’ll
support them with that.
“We had one student who wanted
to go into law, so we arranged for
some work experience at the law
courts. She quickly realised it wasn’t
for her, so we provided support on
the next steps and found digital
marketing to be an avenue to explore.
“That student is now employed
by a women’s fashion retailer
while working towards a higher
apprenticeship.”
Both Nathan and Lucy can attest
to the overwhelming benefits of
the college’s practical support, with
the duo looking back fondly on
opportunities that catapulted their
learning and self-assurance.
For Nathan, who joined the college
back in 2012 on a performing
arts course, it all started with an
auctioneer’s gavel.
When organisers of a charity
college dinner needed a co-host,
Nathan stepped in to sell paintings,
books and a hotel stay for a good
cause.
It was, he says, a watershed
moment that not only raised his
confidence but ultimately set in
motion his full-time career as drag
queen Gladys.
“My teacher suggested I put my
name down for the event, and by
doing so it meant I got to work with
the senior team at the college,”
says the 25-year-old, who lives in
Newcastle.
He continues: “From day one I was
treated as an equal, rather than a
student, and that was huge for me.
“I took the auctioneering in my
stride and was very much tongue in
cheek about it.
“I remember the same person

buying a cookbook and a one-person
hotel stay – so I made a joke or two
about them having something to do
in their room on a night.
“The organisers were impressed I’d
been able to add a little bit of fun to
proceedings and given people a few
giggles.”
He continues: “I ended up doing
a couple more events in the same
year before getting the opportunity
to co-host the college’s Edge
Awards, which reward achievements
such as academic excellence and
overcoming adversity.
“It was very special for me as a
student to have the chance to go
into this different world – this magical
space – where I was treated as an
adult and could be who I wanted to
be.”
For 23-year-old Lucy, who also lives
in Newcastle, the story is a similar one.
Having initially taken the route
from secondary school to A levels,
she pivoted to an apprenticeship in
business and worked for a charity.
Returning to employment following
a period of ill health when she was
19, Lucy went into the hospitality
sector, working as a hotel receptionist,
before attending Gateshead College
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to boost her employment prospects
in the industry – a move that would
transform her career.
Benefiting from the college’s
close support, Lucy, who has just
completed a two-year business
management course, was given the
opportunity to lead the organisation
and delivery of the Engage to Inspire
event.
Working alongside the senior team
at Newcastle Eagles – a partner of
the college – Lucy and her peers
arranged for three successful
business owners to speak on the day
and share their knowledge, ideas,
successes and challenges.
Featuring Lewis Blakelock,
of Blakelock Property Developments;
James Dixon, of Lines Behind; and
Social Allies’ Jessica Facchini-Tucker,
the virtual event awakened the
start-up passions of its audience
while providing Lucy with fantastic
first-hand experience of the
responsibilities such tasks demand.
“One of my course units was to
create our own event and it was a
really exciting project,” she says.
“As well as working with the Eagles
team, I worked with the senior team
at the college, including the head of
marketing and social media, which
was hugely helpful.
“We had a fantastic number of
people attend, and it was the first
time a big event like that had been
done virtually.”
More was to follow, though.
Having chosen Gateshead College
to help further her ambitions, Lucy
was subsequently recruited as an
executive assistant by a Scottishbased social enterprise start-up
apparel company mid-way through
her studies.
And her shift in employment focus
was complemented by extra support
from one of her college tutors, which
proved the catalyst for Lucy to study

Pictured: Lucy Frost
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law at university.
She says: “I remember we did a law unit
and when I received my essay back, my
teacher had written ‘perhaps a career
change?’ on it.
“That was on a Friday, and by the Sunday
I was applying for university to study a law
course.
“I got help from the college’s careers
team and did it all in five days.
“I was accepted by Durham and
Newcastle, but I’m going to Northumbria
University and am really interested in
studying aspects such as environmental
law.
“That will help me with my role at the
social enterprise, which is focused on
making clothing from sustainable materials,
with a tax on garments going towards
helping with reforestation.”
“I wouldn’t be doing that, or going
to university, if it wasn’t for Gateshead
College.”
Another area where students benefit
hugely is the college’s inclusive approach
and close personal support, which allows
learners to be themselves and flourish in an
egalitarian landscape.
“We do a lot of work around enrichment
and have a really inclusive environment,”

says Chris.
“We have 2000 students on our main
campus, who all come from different
backgrounds and are doing different things,
and the atmosphere is totally harmonious.
“The college is a real microcosm of
society.”
Nathan wholeheartedly concurs.
He says: “When I was at college, going
there every day from Sunderland on the
Metro meant I took a step into a new world.
“I got out of my home and family bubble,
which gave me a sliver of independence
and really helped me come to terms with
who I was as a person.
“I was meeting other students and
sharing different experiences, and I met
Andrea Johnson, of Equality North East,
who put me forward to host an awards
event at the Hilton on the Quayside.
“I made lots of connections from that,
some of which led me to working with the
Heel & Toe charity that included a Bongo’s
Bingo-style event.
“In turn, that has led me to work with
a national bingo operator, and I’ll be
supporting acts, such as members of S
Club 7 and Five on club nights as Gladys,
having some fun doing the bingo calling.
“Every step of the way, the college
created a relaxed and friendly atmosphere,
which really helped me be myself and be
comfortable in saying, ‘I’m gay’.
“It isn’t all about qualifications and getting
that piece of paper with your grades on at
the end of your course.
“Gateshead College is so much more
than that; it is the amazing life experiences
and opportunities, be they personal or
professional, that you benefit from while
you study there too.”
Lucy adds: “It goes beyond simply
teaching; tutors go out of their way to really
support you as individuals, to make sure
you get the experiences you need.
“They make it their mission to make sure
you have something positive to go on to
after your time there.
“Gateshead College really cares about its
students; you aren’t just a number.”
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Finding the
way to equality
The gender pay gap remains
a significant challenge for all
businesses.
However, there are fears that
any small progress made to
improve workplace equality over
the last few years has been – and
will continue to be for some time
– hampered by the COVID-19
pandemic.
And it isn’t just concerns about
the impact the virus has had on
individuals, businesses and our
wage packets.
The Government has already
extended the deadline for the
annual gender pay gap report
for 2020, to give businesses
with more than 250 employers
additional time to assess the
impact of COVID-19.
The concern is that the delay
is proof of Downing Street not
taking the issue seriously enough
and inequality in the workplace
could be exacerbated, rather than
eradicated, in the post-pandemic
world.
Despite efforts and campaigns
by women’s rights groups to close
the gap, the results for 2019
found it had widened in favour of
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Narrowing
the gap

men, with 78 per cent of the biggest
companies in Britain reporting a
divide.
The gender pay gap measures the
difference in the average earnings
between men and women across an

Words by Colin Young

organisation, which is different from
equal pay, which ensures men and
women receive equal pay for equal
work.
And evidence suggests more must
be done to close the gap.

For many employers, the
post-pandemic world will
not be a return to ‘normal’
or ‘business as usual’.
COVID-19 is likely to have
an unpredictable impact on
the gender pay gap statistics
that many individual firms
report this year, and almost
certainly for future years as
well. In most sectors, women
are paid less than men, and
they are more likely to be
working in low-paid and
temporary jobs. Lockdowns
and restrictions placed a
heavy burden on women,
who are disproportionately
represented in the key
worker occupations that

were left exposed to
risk of infection, and
in ‘shut-down’ sectors,
which saw massive job
losses. Childcare and
domestic responsibilities
also intensified during
lockdowns and school
closures, bringing the
joys of home-schooling,
meaning many women
had to leave their jobs. So,
as we look forward to
the easing of restrictions,
and a return to the office
– or a hybrid version of
it – Colin Young looks
at whether the UK is
addressing the issue of
gender inequality.
4Before COVID-19 took over, there
were encouraging signs that gender
inequality in the workplace was slowly
decreasing.
Two years ago, according to
Government figures, female
employment had reached a record high
of 72 per cent in the UK over the final
quarter of 2019, and nearly two million
more women were in work compared
to a decade ago.
There were still signs of one step
forwards, and one or two back in
certain areas, however.
The Women’s Budget Group (WBG)
warned those female work participation
figures ‘masked considerable variation
in the rates of participation in paid
work by ethnicity and disability’.

The gender pay gap service, set up in
2017, reported that two years ago eight
out of ten British companies continued
to pay men more than women.
In addition, there were still major
long-standing gender differences which
needed to be addressed in sectors,
occupations, earnings, working hours
and employment security, particularly
regarding the gender pay gap.
These figures and theories are
currently under threat, or being
undermined and at least delayed, by
news that British companies were this
year given a six-month reprieve to
complete their gender pay gap report
after the April 4 deadline was extended
due to COVID-19.
The Equality and Human Rights
Commission (EHRC) said companies
should report by the deadline if
possible but confirmed it would not
begin enforcement proceedings until
October.
Kishwer Falkner, the EHRC chair, said
the approach was designed to strike
‘the right balance between supporting
businesses still impacted by the
pandemic and making sure employers
comply with the law’.
She adds: “We know employers take
gender pay gap reporting seriously and
6000 organisations managed to report
their data last year while reacting to
the effects of COVID-19.
“It is not just the law but the
right thing to do for their staff,
demonstrating a commitment to all
their female employees, which is why
organisations like CBI have supported
our decision to recommence reporting
and enforcement.”
Parliament’s Women and Equalities
Committee – which includes
Conservative Darlington MP Peter
Gibson and Jarrow’s Labour MP Kate
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Outside in
Words by Alix Bolton, chair,
North East England Chamber of
Commerce Women’s Leadership
Forum

4“We can’t allow this to be
kicked into the long grass.
“Yes, we have had a busy,
tough year, but if we push this
important stuff aside, we will
regress and lose sight of what
is important.”

Osborne – has also recommended
gender pay gap reporting is urgently
reinstated and said the Government’s
response to the pandemic risked
further ‘entrenching gender
inequality’ in the economy.
And Frances O’Grady, general
secretary of the TUC, warned the
delay in gender pay gap reporting
was unnecessary and the move
sent ‘a worrying message’ about the
importance of gender equality.
“Now is not the time to turn our
backs on equality,” she says.
“Women have lost out on pay
and had to cut their hours in the
pandemic.
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“It is vital employers analyse their pay
gaps and take immediate action to close
them.
“Unnecessary delay risks turning the
clock back.
“This decision sends a worrying
message about the importance given to
gender equality.
“It must not be seen as a nice addition
when times are good that can be shelved
when the going gets tough.”
The Women’s Leadership Forum
(WLF) was established by the North
East England Chamber of Commerce
in the last year to address key issues,
including the gender pay gap, which
adversely affect women across all areas
of business.
Chair Alix Bolton, of Northumbrian
Water, has broadened the original
Women’s Advisors Board to welcome
to the forum a range of influential
businesswomen and men, including
Aneela Ali, of LNER; Liz Mayes, of The
Common Room; Lorraine McGill, of
Bowe Digital; Nusheen Hussain, of Home
Group; Nadine Hudspeth, of Gateshead
College; and Darius Dodds, of Esh Group.
The forum and Chamber have provided
services throughout the last 18 months to
support businesses to deliver reports and
guide them through the more complex
and time-consuming elements, providing
particular help for smaller companies
closer to the Government’s 250-employee
threshold.
Alix says: “We are on the front foot
at Northumbrian Water – we chose to
publish our 2020 data in April.
“And I am really pleased the North
East business community, especially
some larger businesses, has said it will
publish as normal and is not following the

Government’s October extension but will
instead stick to the original deadline.
“There are a lot of SMEs that don’t
necessarily have the resources and we
have to look through that lens to support
them, educate them and help them do
the right thing.
“We can’t allow this to be kicked into
the long grass.
“Yes, we have had a busy, tough year,
but if we push this important stuff aside,
we will regress and lose sight of what is
important.
“We want to make sure it is absolutely
on the agenda.
“We know COVID-19 has further
widened the gender gap - it will now take
135 years to close!
“This is an important report and there
are others, in the offing, which will be
equally important, such as the ethnicity
pay gap and the disabled pay gap, but
if we can’t carry on with the existing
legislation for the gender pay gap report
at Government level, then how can
we expect business to take any future
direction seriously?
“I hope it is taken seriously.”
The forum has been working on four
specific workstreams in 2021; gender pay
gap; fairness and economic divide; the
future of work; business support, and will
produce a number of reports into a postpandemic business landscape and the
impact on women in the workplace.
One obvious positive of the last year
has been the abundance and emergence
of start-ups across the region and the
Chamber will use feedback from the
workstreams to improve its services for
women entrepreneurs seeking alternative
careers.
Alix says: “We recognise we
have a huge proportion of women
entrepreneurs, especially in the creative
sector, but research tells us that women

setting up in business are less likely to
get support, and we have to improve the
access to that support, not just in terms
of funding, but as a community.”
Campaigners, gender equality experts
and business leaders fear women’s
progress in the workforce could be
severely hampered because of the
pandemic and the associated impact of
lockdowns on childcare and economic
circumstances.
Research shows women bore the
brunt of extra childcare during the
initial coronavirus lockdown and are
being disproportionately affected by the
economic fallout.
There are fears the permanent switch
to more home working and flexible
working necessitated by the lockdowns
will cause rising gender inequality.
The onus, therefore, is on employers to
carefully monitor their working policies
to ensure women are not disadvantaged,
otherwise, employment experts warn,
the hybrid model currently favoured by
most large businesses and organisations
could have unintended consequences for
gender equality.
Initially, during the first lockdown,
there were hopes that the adoption of
remote working might remove the gender
divide as men and women enjoyed
more family time and less of the daily
commute.
However, more women than men,
particularly those with children or caring
responsibilities, have requested flexible
working.
Alix says the Chamber, which recently
relaunched its Inspiring Females Awards
after a year’s absence, will help business
meet the demands of the coming months
as we all learn to adapt and find the right
working environments to suit both our
needs and those of our employers.
“There is trepidation about what lies

ahead because there is bound to be some
disruption.
“That will be mentally, physically and
socially, and a lot will be down to the
changing shapes of our work practices
and workplaces, but as we move into a
more hybrid world for businesses, we
have stepped up to lead the way.
‘If we don’t move away from
the traditional way of running a business,
which is that ‘I have to physically see
you in the office’ mentality, that will have
a negative impact, which will see us
regress much more in terms of providing
equality in the workplace.
“Women could be more likely to
take flexible options for a number of
reasons, but if the expectation culturally
is that they have to be in the office and
‘in front of our eyes’ and that impacts
on pay, progression and promotion
then, as a business community, we have
to actually see it as an opportunity to
redesign, reimagine and rethink what the
work place should look like.
“And we can do it because we reacted
well to working from home and those
changes of circumstance, and we will
need a similar thought process to create
a new environment that works for all.
“Whether everyone is in the office, or
spread around, it has to be fair for all.
Alix adds: “If we give people more
choice, I guarantee it will instil trust,
boost productivity and you will have
higher levels of motivation and effort.
“But it does need a leadership mindshift to make sure it happens, and we will
have to navigate through this together.
“We have to have confidence in our
businesses.
“We might not get it right first time,
but we can be agile and adapt and
involve everyone in the process because
it is going to be challenging and new and
it is not going to be perfect overnight.”

Findings of the
Women and Equalities
Committee’s Unequal
impact? Coronavirus and
the gendered economic
impact report

• Gender pay gap for median
gross earnings (excluding
overtime) among all
employees was 17.3 per
cent and 79 per cent of
occupations had a gender
pay gap of more than zero
• Women more likely than
men to work part-time,
with 58 per cent working
across involuntary part-time
employment
• Women held most temporary
contracts (53 per cent) and
zero-hours contracts (55 per
cent)
• Female employees more
likely than male employees
to be working in jobs paying
the National Minimum Wage.
Low-paid women more likely
than male counterparts to
remain in such jobs
To view the findings in full, visit
https://committees.parliament.uk/
publications/4597/documents/46478/
default/
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Rebecca Welch

Rebecca Welch became the first female
referee to take charge of a Football League
game when she was appointed for Harrogate
Town versus Port Vale in March. At the centre
of attention for days before and after the EFL
Sky Bet League Two game, the Washingtonborn 37-year-old is the first woman to make
the referee list for the 2021/22 season and is
on course to become the first to officiate a
Premier League fixture. Here, she meets Colin
Young for a walk with her beloved Maltese dog
Albert and looks back on her career so far - and
how she handles the attention.

4Rebecca Welch’s granddad Stan and her
dad Allan were watching a re-run of the
1973 FA Cup Final from his hospital bed.
The last trophy Sunderland won;
Monty’s miracle save, Porterfield’s
dramatic winner to bury clear favourites
Leeds, Stokoe’s dance on the Wembley
turf. Rebecca slipped into the room to see
what all the fuss was about.
“It was a couple of nights before my
grandda passed away, I went in, looked
at the telly and said, ‘bloody hell, what’s
going on?’ There were people flying into
tackles, bodies flying everywhere and the
ref’s like, ‘play on, play on’. We had a really
good laugh.
“Football has changed massively.”
Football is certainly trying to change.
Last year the FA revealed the number of
female referees increased by 72 per cent

since 2016 with 2146 women refereeing
across all levels. Furthermore, 63 per cent
of Women’s Super League games were
officiated by a woman last season.
And leading the way is Stan - and Jack’s
- granddaughter, Durham FA Woman In
Black Rebecca Welch, the first female to
referee a Football League match.
Her refereeing career started by
accident but has become an obsession.
A pupil at St Robert’s in Washington,
she quit A levels in law, media and RE just
three months before her exams.
“Crazy decision,” she says 19 years later.
“My dad said ‘you will regret it’ but, touch
wood, I haven’t. I’ve always thought what
an idiot, but I can’t remember the last time
anyone asked me what GCSEs or A Levels
I got.
“Mum worked for the council and my

dad’s a paramedic and they said there’s no
way I was going to sit on my backside,” she
laughs.
“They’ve always worked. And I was
fortunate, I got a job with the NHS straight
away and worked there for 16 years before
I had to take a career break.
“And I loved it. That’s why I took a break,
rather than quit, so I can go back. They
were willing to be flexible but it was just
‘work, football, sleep, work…’ Something
had to give.”
We’ve met at Herrington Country Park,
where her Maltese Albert is leading my
brown retriever Charlie round the paths as
we chat. The curious little fella, who she’s
had for six years, is her world and these
daily walks her respite from the pressures
of the game, and the scrutiny of the last
year.
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“He’s the person I miss the most when I
go away,” she admits. “When I FaceTime
my mum and dad he’s there and his little
ears prick up, so yes, I might speak to
him...”
Rebecca played as a striker but admits
she was never likely to trouble Steph
Houghton for a place in the England team
and her modest career took her to Durham
City and Nissan.
When she reached 27, she was
persuaded to pick up a whistle by close
friend Lynsey Robinson, another leading
figure in North East football and now
officiating in New Zealand.
“I just played for fun and went out on the
drink afterwards,” Rebecca says. “No one
really took it seriously then.
“I’ve known Lynsey for years and she
used to ref us on a Sunday and I’d spend
the whole game telling her how to do her
job. She said, ‘if you think you’re so good,
why don’t you have a go?’ So I did. Until
then I’d no desire to be a ref; couldn’t think
of anything worse - never even entered my
head.”
She enlisted in the three-day course
with Durham FA at their Chester-le-Street
headquarters in 2010, more interested
in the £25 match fee than any long-term
ambitions which would see her labelled a
trailblazer.
“I didn’t even know what a trailblazer
was a year ago,” she admits. “I had to look
it up.”
Rebecca would make an early
impression on tutors Jeff Russell and
Charlie Dixon in the classrooms and
pitches behind the Riverside cricket
ground stands.
“On that first day, Charlie said, ‘you’ll
referee at Wembley and when you do, I
want you to ring me.’
“I was fourth official for the Community
Shield, and then refereed the Women’s FA
Cup Final. He was one of the first people I
rang and he came and it was lovely.
“I always said Charlie and Jeff made the
course because they’re funny. There’s a
lot of theory, no clips back then, and they
made it fun.“
Her first game was a Durham University
match among the female students at

Maiden Castle. A few weeks later, she was
in charge of her first men’s fixture in the
Wearside League, where she would earn
her stripes and reputation.
“Three minutes before kick-off, suddenly
all the girls appeared in different kit and
everything I’d been taught went out
the window and no one questioned any
decision. The girls were brilliant and kept
saying how well I was doing. I came off
thinking ‘d’you know what, I’m going to be
good at this.’
“They asked me along the next week,
and it was the same again and then I got
a call from the Wearside League saying
they would love me to come along on a
Saturday - I think they must have been
desperate.
“I remember telling my dad there was
no chance I was refereeing men and he just
told me to give it a go because if I hate it, I
didn’t have to go back.”
That first senior game was Saltgrass
versus The Cauld Lad at Thompson Park, in
Sunderland, in the now defunct Wearside
Combination Football League.
“When I turned up they were like, ‘woah!
What’s going on here?’ I don’t think they’d
seen a female ref before. There was never
a feeling that I shouldn’t be there, more
’why?’ ‘what do you want to do this for?’
I’m definitely more accepted now and I
got loads of stick, even when I was right.
But I loved it so carried on.
“The first stick I got was awkward. It was
a shot that was cleared off the line, I didn’t
know if it was in, I was 30 yards away, but
of course 11 players loved us, 11 players
hated us.
“When I got in the car with my dad,
we both just laughed. He’s been at nearly
every game ever since.
“My mam used to watch but she can’t
handle people saying stuff because I’m her
baby girl, whereas my dad just stays quiet.
He’s used to it. My mam still says, ‘I hope
you win’ before every game.”
After three years in the WSL and
National Leagues, where Darlington, South
Shields, Blyth Spartans and Spennymoor
Town play, Rebecca advanced to the FIFA
list for the women’s game after she was
nominated by the FA.
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will definitely see more female referees
in ten years. This could be a career now
and we would not have said that just a few
years ago.”
Paramedic dad Allan has been at most
matches since, clocking the miles and the
grounds across the country like any loving
parent - although he did miss one game in
March…
Harrogate Town v Port Vale, the EFL
League Two fixture at the EnviroVent
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Her latest tournament was in Iceland
where she joined Sian Massey-Ellis, a
friend, mentor and the Premier League’s
first female assistant referee.
“It is much easier for me because of Sian
and what she’s achieved and a lot of girls
would say the same,” she says.
“She’s the first to do it in the biggest
league in the world and it was tough for
her at the start, really tough. I tell her she’s
made it easier for the rest of us because of
what she went through, but she shouldn’t
have had to.
“Starting later helped me because I
was confident and had life experiences
and wasn’t brought up with my head in a
phone but taught from a very young age to
communicate with people and not be rude.
“I still wish I’d started younger. What’s
happening is great for young girls and we

Stadium in Wetherby Road, Harrogate.
“It was quite upsetting really. He
managed to stream it, so he watched it,
but I would have loved to have seen him
there and he was really disappointed
because he’s been there for the cold wet
Sundays right at the beginning and all the
way through for the big games.
“He even said this year he would drive to
all the games and just sit in the car park.
“He usually sits where I can see him so
I’ll try to clock him when we line up.
“Sometimes he goes in with the fans
and when they have a go at me, he gets
it - he’s a Sunderland fan so he’s had days
when he has cried - but he watches the
game differently now and he’s learned to
switch off.
“We might chat about the game on the
way home but I tend not to dwell on it.
“If I’ve had a shocker, he will tell me,
he’s always been totally honest, but then I
know myself anyway. My mam thinks I’m
brilliant in every game.”
With the Sky Sports cameras and
reporter in attendance - to focus on the
woman in the middle, rather than the
players - there was additional pressure
at Harrogate. As ever, she took it in her
stride.
She says: “When we got to the ground
there were five or six cameras there and
the lads said, ‘I wonder who they’re here
for?’
“I’d been warned there would be some
media interest and we boxed it all off. It
was chaos for a few days and I prefer to
stay under the radar.
“There was part of me wanted to do it

all after the game, just in case anything
went wrong, and another part of me that
understands why it was necessary. It was
a massive story for football and I get that.
“We weren’t aware what was going on
elsewhere and apparently Jeff Stelling
kept going back to the ground for
every foul, yellow card, penalty shouts,
whatever. That seemed totally over the
top but I understand.
“When you think back, it’s not that long
really since women were banned from
playing football, so we have come so far
from that but hopefully the next time
it won’t be talked about so much. That
sounds negative but really that’s a good
thing.
“I have never been with a team and felt
uncomfortable. I know that I deserve to be
where I am, and so do they. I’ve not been
promoted as a ‘token woman’. I’ve earned
it and I love leading a team.”
There was one additional surprise
waiting for her - a good luck message
from Scotland manager Steve Clarke
who had contacted the club. Her team of
assistants that day was Seb Stocksbridge,
Barry Gordon plus Jeff Liddle, from
Hartlepool.
“I tried to treat it like any other game
but it wasn’t easy. There’s a photo of me
and the captains laughing at the coin toss
because I’d said ‘welcome to the circus’
just to lighten the mood.
“The players just wanted to get on
with the game but it was weird. The first
ten minutes, none of the players said
anything, which was strange, and then
one of the players ran past me and said,
‘you’re not doing that well today, eh?’
and I just growled at him; then I had to
apologise. After that it seemed to settle.
“Someone said I was outstanding,
because of all the pressure. I don’t think I
was. I refereed a game and it went well.
“If it was like that in every game, I’d
be happy. No one was talking about the
ref - not for any mistakes anyway - that’s a
good ref to me.”
Her addition to the EFL list this summer

Rebecca Welch

is more progression and Rebecca will
continue to take the attention, and the
trailblazing, in her stride.
She hasn’t had to use VAR yet, but she
will and she’s ready. “If I can get a decision
spot on by having a look, that has to be a
good thing.
“You’ve got to be brutal as a ref and
learn from your mistakes. We all make
them. If you get everything right, you’re in
the wrong job.
I’ll make loads more mistakes as I go,
that’s just football.
“There’s times when I know I am 100
per cent right but the way someone goes
on, you question yourself and you have
to learn, very quickly, to accept that and
ignore it. You’re never going to be right all
the time and you’re never going to please
everyone.
“But there’s a big difference between
someone having a go at you for a decision
and abuse and there’s no place for that in
any part of society.
“People think I get abuse just for being
a woman in a man’s world but actually I
don’t. I get criticised because I’m a ref. I
can live with that. I honestly don’t think it
has ever worked against me.”
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A world-class skills partnership

– which has been running for more than a decade – has
been affected by COVID-19.
Usually, teaching is delivered in person at both
Durham and EBS, which is based near Frankfurt, with
academics from each institution travelling between the
two to deliver courses.
However, while its entire cohort was able to visit EBS
last September, UK-based learners are now working
remotely owing to travel restrictions, though some
face-to-face teaching is taking place in Germany.
Nevertheless, despite coronavirus’ impact, Professor

Skilled managers have long been the bedrock of any successful firm. And one North East
institution helping ensure organisations continue to have access to talented individuals
is Durham University Business School. Working alongside Germany’s EBS Universitat, its
Durham-EBS Executive MBA programme upskills individuals with knowledge that not only
boosts their careers but, in the process, strengthens their employers’ operations. Steven
Hugill speaks to programme director Professor Benedetta Cappellini to find out more.
www.durham.ac.uk/emba
@DUBusSchool

MOMENTUM IS CRUCIAL IN BUSINESS.
Unpick successful organisations’ respective journeys
and the energy propelling their progress becomes
quickly apparent.
A forward-thinking approach, innovative products
and processes, a strong financial base, key trade
relations; all are integral factors in maintaining impetus
in the marketplace.

There exists, however, another force, one that not
only transforms commercial kernels into thriving
operations but sustains their forward motion – people.
The emotional and physical adhesive that bonds
an organisation, people are equally critical in a
business’ achievements, with their continued drive
for betterment and fostering of new skills helping
lay foundations for fresh commercial ideas and
approaches.
To achieve such progression requires robust
collaboration with the higher education sector, wherein
experienced professionals benefit from dedicated and
tailored tuition to catalyse their development.
And nowhere is the value of such relationships
better highlighted than at Durham University Business
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School and, in particular, through its Executive MBA
programme.
Delivered alongside Germany’s EBS Universitat,
the dual-award qualification, which sees participants
receive two internationally recognised degrees, is
renowned for helping individuals advance their careers
and stand out in the global marketplace.
Run across an 18-month period, the part-time
Durham-EBS Executive MBA introduces learners to
diverse and experienced business professionals and
academics from the UK, Germany and around the
world, which enhances their practical and strategic
knowledge.
Participants – who in the main combine studies with
full-time work – are taught a new module across three
days every month on topics that include economics,
finance and negotiation, before working on respective
assignments.
Providing a rounded overview of the business
landscape, the programme – which this year includes
UK students alongside those originally from China,
Denmark, Pakistan, Russia, Slovenia and the US –
enables learners to return to their employers with full
confidence to engage in operations from the shop floor
to the boardroom.
It represents, says programme director Benedetta
Cappellini, a professor in marketing (strategy) at
Durham University Business School (pictured on
opposite page), “the best of both worlds for learners”.
“Students are exposed to two business schools and
have modules delivered by Durham University senior
academics, as well as EBS senior academics,” she says.
“The syllabus is agreed but the cultural flavour
changes when something is delivered by someone in
Germany, for example, or by the different case studies
and industry contacts the programme offers.

“Students benefit from what they learn from their
classmates too; they do quite a lot of group work and
discussion, which is very much appreciated.
“But alongside that, there is also a very good alumni
network across both institutions, and many appreciate
the Executive MBA for the networking experience
it provides and the exposure it allows them to
international colleagues.
“Ultimately, they are professional people who are
already in the world of business and have a clear idea of
where they want to go,” continues Professor Cappellini,
who reveals the programme’s present cohort includes
individuals from the IT, engineering, legal and sales and
marketing sectors, as well as SME founders.
She adds: “They are usually slightly older than the
population of a normal MBA, in their mid-30s or so, and
have been working for ten to 15 years.
“They see the programme as a fantastic way to
not just gain a qualification but to really learn from a
diverse cohort.”
However, Professor Cappellini, who assumed
directorship of the programme in April last year, says
employers too gain from the Executive MBA, with many
seeing their funding of workers’ studies translated into
new ideas and processes.
She says: “The modules, which also include
accounting, managing people and business analytics,
are all designed with the idea that students, once they
have done this programme, will be comfortable in
discussions across all subjects.
“And that is beneficial for their employers, many
of which are supporting their studies, because they
receive instant return on investment.”
Unfortunately, like most business-based activities
over the last 18 months, the Executive MBA programme

Cappellini says the situation remains a positive one,
with the adapted landscape providing students with
key insight into the way business will be conducted in
the future.
She says: “There are definitely benefits to students
learning in this environment in terms of soft skills.
“At the moment, in business you must do lots of
negotiation and carry out things like job interviews
remotely – we’re basically doing everything online.
“We have had to learn to adapt and, of course, the
students have had to learn to adapt to the change in
teaching on the Executive MBA programme.
“But they have also benefited from understanding
how the jobs of their colleagues, as well as their own,
have been disrupted by COVID-19, and how practices
have changed and how we interact.
“This has been very important around things like
making a presentation or a pitch online, or talking to
clients.”
Professor Cappellini continues: “The programme’s
recent negotiation module offers a very good case in
point.
“Students had to learn how to negotiate – but had to
do so without fully understanding body language.
“In the past, the programme ran exercises to help
them understand how to interpret body language in a
face-to-face situation.
“However, because negotiation was taking place
online, both the module and students had to adapt to
new ways of working to reflect that.
“And by sharpening their skills like this, it will only
help them when we come to things like our boardroom
exercise in September, which will see students work
with chief executives and members of our advisory
board to experience that environment.
“The pandemic has undoubtedly changed things, but
the way our students have continued to learn on the
Executive MBA programme will only prove beneficial to
them, and their employers, as we move forward.”

Durham
University
Business
School
-

For more
information about
the Durham-EBS
Executive MBA
programme, visit
www.durham.
ac.uk/emba
To learn
more about
how Durham
University
Business School
works with
business, visit
www.durham.
ac.uk/business/
corporatepartnerships
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EMCON engineering and manufacturing
showcase returns
2020 was an incredibly difficult year for manufacturers for many reasons. The Engineering
& Manufacturing Network (EMN) worked with so many of its members to support them
through difficult times.
www.emcon.show
@emconshow

AS A NETWORK, WE CONTINUED TO GROW FROM
recommendations in regards to the work we are
undertaking, having recognition in the region for the
services provided and the benefits of being part of
such a strong group of businesses. This doesn’t mean
that we were unaffected, though, as much of our
work had to be undertaken via various online meeting
platforms and, of course, our EMCON Show couldn’t
be delivered.
We are very happy to say however that EMCON is
back! Back to deliver the opportunity for our region’s
engineering and manufacturing businesses to get
together and showcase their products and services
alongside some of the best networking opportunities
available.
The take up for EMCON has been incredible and
despite a nervous launch we are very pleased to say
that our amazing region and sector have once again
come out in full support. We view this as a business
barometer on the appetite of companies to start
building a pipeline again and their desire to refresh old
contacts and meet new ones.
This year will also see the return of Stadler as our
third-time headline sponsor, so what can we expect
from their part of the day?
Stadler is Nexus’ chosen supplier of the new trains
for the Tyne and Wear Metro and has pledged to
support the regional economy and include as many
North East or UK-based companies in the new trains
project as possible. It is committed to using local
suppliers for materials and services for the depot
re-build, the manufacturing of the new trains and the
35-year service and maintenance contract.
As part of this commitment, we are very pleased to
announce that delegates will have the opportunity to
take individual meetings with members of the Stadler
procurement team to discuss working with the business
on any aspect of the contract, with an emphasis on
the service and maintenance of the new trains and
the operation of the new depot. In addition, Stadler
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and Nexus will also be presenting to discuss the new
state-of-the-art trains for the Tyne and Wear Metro, the
role they will play to support the regional economy and
Stadler’s 35-year commitment to the North East.
This is also an opportunity to meet our other
sponsors, as shown below, and learn of how you can
benefit from engaging with them and of course how
they can benefit by return.

This year’s gold sponsors are:
• B
 usiness Durham, which has supported the show
since its very beginning and offers tailored support
to businesses in County Durham, supporting their
growth and long-term sustainability
• Edwards Analytical, which has been exhibiting for a
number of years and works across many industries
providing analysis and evaluation of materials and
products
• Hexagon Metrology, our returning exhibitor, which is
a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous
solutions

EMCON
-

EMCON
showcases the
very best of
engineering and
manufacturing
in the North East
and beyond.
Join more than
1000 visitors and
100 exhibiting
companies for
EMCON 2021 at
the Xcel Centre,
Newton Aycliffe,
as we celebrate
excellence in one
of the UK’s fastest
growing sectors.
EMCON launches
September 9,
2021. Doors open
at 9am.

Whether you are part of EMN or not, we strongly
encourage you to join us on September 9 at Xcel, in
Newton Aycliffe, by registering at EMCON.SHOW
and be a part of the first regional show to address the
needs of the manufacturing sector.
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Building for a better future
NBS has been delivering essential guidance for the construction industry for more than 50
years. And with a changing sector, driven by factors such as the need for increased energy
efficiency, the Newcastle-based tech firm is guaranteed to remain centre stage for a good
time to come. Colin Young meets NBS executive chairman Colin Smith to hear about one of
the region’s real success stories.
www.thenbs.com
@theNBS

THE OLD POST OFFICE BUILDING IS ONE OF THE
most impressive rebuilds and redesigns in Newcastle
city centre over the last 20 years.
But then, perhaps so it should be.
It is, after all, now home to construction technology
platform giant NBS.
The 150-year-old building, which at one time hosted
the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), lies in
the shadows of Newcastle Cathedral, and is one of the
city’s hidden gems.
And as the base – pre-pandemic at least – for
more than 200 tech-savvy professionals, a
£5.8 million redevelopment five years ago has brought
the building’s past to modern life specifications and
produced a stunning new-look building.
The result is a breath-taking example of the past
being moulded for a brighter future, with vaulted
ceilings, sun terraces, vast open spaces and even a
lecture theatre.
NBS UK chairman Colin Smith has, like most of his
staff, been locked out of the offices since the first
lockdown kicked in March 2020.
How much the entire workforce will return to the
offices will depend on the individual but Colin and NBS
are committed to a flexible working environment in the
post-pandemic world.
“It has been an interesting experience because in 35
years of business I have spent a lot of my time building
plans on what to do if the office burns down etc, but
never ever had to implement it.
“We adopted a very flexible approach from the start
and said, ‘don’t worry about the nine-to-five thing, do
what you’ve got to do firstly’ - some people have had to
balance all sorts at home.
“We will have to do things differently and recalibrate
our offices and our contracts. We don’t need to see
everybody every day.
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NBS provides
architects,
engineers,
designers and
manufacturers
with a
cloud-based
specification,
that deliverts
smarter working
processes and
improved product
specification.
For more
information, visit
www.thenbs.com

“We have a very strong ethos, which I attribute to
the North East.
“There is a strong ‘sticking together’ ethos around
these parts that I don’t think is the case elsewhere,
certainly not in London.”
NBS (National Building Specification) has been
assisting the construction industry for more than half a
century and provides technical information and cloudbased software which is at the forefront of muchneeded changes to work practices across the globe.
And never has its work been more vital and literally
ground-breaking.
The company recently became the first UK firm to
join Swedish-based Byggfakta Group, a leading data
and software provider which has added companies
in Portugal and Switzerland to its impressive list of
European construction industry partners.
“Our next mission is to head to the Nordics,” says
Colin.
“There are a lot of interesting expansion possibilities
in those areas, and we will be in non-English-speaking
countries, which will be new and exciting for us.
“Byggfakta do have a massive position in the
Nordics, and they will be using our technology, which
is very, very clever and leading edge.”
At the same time, NBS has also grown significantly
with permanent bases now established in Canada and
Australia over the last two years.
Furthermore, it is investing significantly in its
product suite to transition existing products into two
flagship cloud-based solutions, Chorus and Source,
which have been built in the North East and utilise
some of the most modern cloud technologies.
Chorus is a software app that enables architects,
engineers and designers to rapidly create detailed
specification for their projects and has more than 3500
customers, while Source is a data platform allowing

construction product manufacturers to list their
products in the specification tool, so they can be
selected on projects. It has more than 27,000 items
from 1300 manufacturers.
NBS has a long track record in providing information
and tools to the construction industry, and in recent
years has transformed into a leading Software as a
Service (SaaS) provider.
Its platform brings construction specifiers,
manufacturers and contractors together, to improve
the quality of project decision making, drive product
specification and provide critical insights, through a
unique digital toolset.
Pending Government legislation following the
Grenfell Tower fire and subsequent Hackitt Report,
promises to be a game-changer for an industry, Colin
accepts, is horrendously out of date.
And with an increased focus on the need for
construction specifications to be of a high standard,
the NBS toolset has never been more essential.
The recent building collapse of an apartment block
in Miami is another reminder that construction needs
to clean up its act.
Technological advances, of which NBS is a
key driver, are certain to see a catch up with car
manufacturers, for example, who are primed to cope
with adversity, problems and product recalls.
Colin adds: “I have a very full programme ahead

of us and the prognosis for NBS is that it is going to
continue to go rapidly from strength-to-strength over
the coming years.
“Globally the construction industry has a very low
level of digitisation.
“There is enormous scope for the industry to
improve by applying information technology and there
are some very pressing reasons to do that and one of
those is a devastating ecological impact.
“Buildings these days should have very low levels
of embodied carbon, for example, you should be
installing systems with low levels of energy, that
are very efficient in heating and ventilation.
“And most importantly, as evidenced by Grenfell, you
need to design buildings that are safe.
“There is a huge array of legislation coming
because of the Grenfell inquiry, which will mean
the construction industry has to change the way it
operates for the better.
“We are making a massive contribution to the
construction industry.
“Ultimately, if I wanted to find out what is in the
fabric of a building, often there is no way I could do
that without smashing a big hole in it, which is not
particularly clever or ecologically sound.
“Whereas if you are driving a car and something
goes wrong you go back to the manufacturer, and they
have chapter and verse on what might be wrong.
“That’s what we are trying to do in the construction
industry, and we are providing very cutting-edge
technology and presenting suitable products to
designers using very clever tools.
“NBS is genuinely making a difference and improving
the construction industry, which in turn can have a
profoundly good effect on what we are doing to the
planet.”
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Understanding mental health and
wellbeing in the workplace
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact the commercial landscape, Recovery4Life
says it is crucial employers have robust measures in place to support workers’ mental health
and wellbeing. Here, Justine Green, the company’s recently appointed head of occupational
health, reveals how the Gateshead-based business helps operators do so, and how she is
using her years of healthcare sector experience to implement positive change.
www.recovery4life.co.uk
@Recovery4LifeNE

Recovery4Life
-

If you are an
individual or
business that
would like to find
out more about
Recovery4Life’s
mental health
and wellbeing
support services,
or wish to learn
more about its
drug, alcohol
and COVID-19
programmes, call
03333 448 288.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR BACKGROUND?
I started my nursing career in Accident and Emergency.
It was during this time, while dealing with work-related
injuries, that I became concerned with the effect of
work on health, and this inspired me to become an
occupational health nurse.
Since then, I have worked for large manufacturing
industries, where I have seen first-hand the
complexities that management face when dealing with
people issues, particularly in relation to mental health
and addiction.
So, I’ve not only seen the effect of work on health,
but also the effect a person’s health can have on the
business.
Throw into the mix the recent pandemic and its
impact on society, and we can safely say that we
are living in a time of significant change that has
catapulted employee health and wellbeing to the top of
risk management, productivity and business continuity.

approach that encompasses not only their physical
health but their emotional, mental, social and financial
wellbeing.

What attracted you to your current role?
I recently joined Recovery4Life as head of occupational
health, as I was impressed with their risk management
and caring approach to health and wellbeing in the
workplace.
Recovery4Life has invaluable expertise in drug,
alcohol and mental health services, as well as COVID-19
testing, which I believe are the current and future major
risks to organisations in relation to health and wellbeing
of their people.
How can an employer look after the health and
wellbeing of their teams?
A company is, after all, its people and so investing in
their health and wellbeing makes good business sense.
There needs to be a more holistic and in-depth
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The pandemic has brought new challenges,
including the impact of long-COVID-19 symptoms – for
example, reduced concentration and ‘brain fog’ creates
significant challenges for safety critical roles.
The impact of this is unknown and will emerge over
time.

Recovery4Life recognises this and focuses on
positive outcomes for the employee and the business,
managing risk through supporting people.
What do you think the region’s businesses need to do
to support the return to the workplace?
We are living in unprecedented times that have
changed the workplace environment significantly.
Many employees have been working away from
the office and will naturally be anxious to return to a
workplace that has changed significantly from the prepandemic environment they were used to.
This will continue with the increased trend of home
working, which will require occupational health to be
more flexible in its approach.
Employers, therefore, need to ensure they
communicate regularly and effectively about the
changes, and managers need to listen to individual
team members to understand their individual needs.
In these scenarios, brief workplace visits can be
helpful prior to the return-to-work date.
We recommend employers take similar approaches
to that of someone returning from long-term sick leave.
A phased and flexible approach can make all the
difference in relation to a successful and sustained
return.
How can Recovery4Life support the occupational
health and wellbeing of employees?
We believe it is time to RETHINK Occupational Health.
We provide a 24/7 risk management approach,
prioritising legal compliance while understanding that
health promotion is critical to business recovery.
Our expertise is in understanding people and
managing complex issues, such as mental health and
addiction.
Going forward, employees will need services that
are not just a tick-box approach – successful health
outcomes are more than this.
Recovery4Life takes a fully holistic view of the
physical, mental and emotional state of the individual
and how these can directly impact on their ability to
carry out a role.

What is the potential impact of not having robust
mental health and wellbeing policies in place?
Being blind to the impact of a person’s mental health
and wellbeing in the workplace would be catastrophic.
We are already seeing the early stages of the
impact of COVID-19 on mental health, particularly
around anxiety, grief and loss, PTSD, loneliness and
isolation.
The impact of physical conditions and illness will
compound the problem.
The businesses that do not introduce or revise their
wellbeing policies will be those that are most affected,
as associated issues, such as presenteeism and
leavism, are on the increase.
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Spotlighting the region’s business champions

“Everyone was a winner in my eyes.”
For the ScaleUP Muckle LLP High Growth Award,
Pat O’Connor, from virtual reality company VRAI, and
Gary Giles, of recycled building materials firm Ogel,
tied for top prize.
Gary says: “We were honoured and surprised to win
the award, and it’s great to get a thumbs up from the
North East business community.”

A cohort of 42 early-stage founders and over 300 members of the North East business
community united at the Startup Awards North East regional celebration and talent showcase.
www.youarefirst.co.uk
@FIRSTlifeskills

SPANNING THREE DAYS IN JUNE, NEW BUSINESS
owners from across the North East were given the
opportunity to pitch for support and build their
professional networks while being broadcast live from
Recognition PR’s studios in Darlington.
The awards, supported by national partners such as
Deloitte and British Business Bank – Shaun Fooy of the
latter revealing it was “delighted to have been able to
support” – were separated into three stages of new
business (SkillUP, StartUP and ScaleUP) and saw more
applicants than ever before, with a combined turnover
of £3 million and 64 per cent starting up during 2020.
Organised and hosted by learning and development
agency FIRST, finalists presented their passion
and potential to virtual audiences from across the
globe, followed by hard-hitting questions randomly
generated with the help of a bingo wheel and some
light-hearted chat with guest hosts in the studio.
With two awards decided by audience vote, each
event celebrated winners of the Social Impact Award,
sponsored by PNE, and the High Growth Award,
sponsored by Newcastle University Business School
and Muckle LLP.
Day one: SKILLUP
Presented by Charlotte Windebank, co-founder of
FIRST, and Sam Clegg, co-founder of Highfly, SkillUP
Social Impact winners Amy Lou Clunes, of fashion
brand Whozamy, and Farzaneh Hajirasouliha, with her
idea to link young people with curriculum and their
career aspirations, says: “Winning the Social Impact
Award based on the public vote means responsibility
and motivates me to work harder to grow this business
idea.”
Billie Jenkins, communications manager at PNE,
praised the quality of the applicants, saying: “We were
thrilled to see so many businesses passionate about
making an impact for their communities in taking part
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If you have been
inspired and
would like to
be involved in
future events
as an applicant,
attendee
or partner,
email hello@
startupawardsne.
co.uk or
visit www.
startupawardsne.
co.uk to register
your interest.

in the awards; something particularly poignant after
the impact of the last 18 months.”
For the SkillUP High Growth Award, Nick Gardiner,
of Displai, says: “Startup Awards North East was the
event I didn’t know I needed.
“Though a bit daunting at first, the process since
being shortlisted was fun and challenging and the
awards were amazingly professional.
“I’m grateful for the opportunity and feel proud to
be included – thank you FIRST!”
As High Growth Award sponsor, Dr Nicola
Patterson, senior lecturer and co-chair of GENE
(Gender and Entrepreneurship North East), says: “The
event is a great opportunity for the North East.
“It was inclusive, professional, celebratory and
supportive for all nominees.”
Day two: STARTUP
With FIRST co-founders Charlotte Windebank and
Caroline Theobald hosting, this event showcased
headline sponsor Teesside University and its new
facilities for the business community, The Assembly
Hall.
Steve Dougan, head of enterprise, says: “As we
come out of lockdown, it’s extraordinarily important to
support new businesses as they will drive the region’s
economy and create employment opportunities for the
future.”
PNE’s StartUP Social Impact Award at this event saw
a tie, with Tara Johnson, from accessible short breaks
service Tailored Leisure, and Ian Brown from single use
plastic eliminator Chestnut Natural Capital, crowned
as winners.
The Muckle LLP StartUP High Growth Award was
given to Mark Wong, from Impossibrew, a nonalcoholic beer brewed with active plants.
Alex Craig, partner at Muckle, says: “Ownermanaged businesses are the heart of the Muckle client

base; it is vital to support them at the start of their
journey and help guide them along their road
to success.
“The calibre of finalists was outstanding, and the
winners have real potential to develop and grow.
“We are very much looking forward to meeting the
winners and supporting them as they progress.”
Day three: SCALEUP
Co-hosting with Charlotte Windebank for ScaleUP
was Lucy Batley, co-founder of Traction Industries and
inspirational North East business leader.
The event opened with headline sponsor Deloitte
sharing its story of working with 2019 award winners
Switch Aid and Heartwood Skills, while highlighting
the meaningful connections they made and the startup support Deloitte provided to them.
Jo Robertson, Deloitte associate tax director, says:
“The quality of the talent was astonishing, and we
were passionate to support those businesses as they
grow throughout their journey.”
ScaleUP Social Impact winner Laura Hepburn, of
waste material solutions-based company Greenology,
says: “It has already created collaborations, coverage
and the most amazing showcase of wonderful,
courageous start-up businesses in the North making
real change – that’s what levelling-up stands for.

Future plans
As well as money can’t buy mentoring experiences and
access to space and software, winners of the Social
Impact Award will have the opportunity to share
their journey at a high impact event planned for this
autumn, which is in collaboration with the North East
Institute of Business Ethics.
Charlotte Windebank, managing director of
FIRST and co-host of all three events, says: “Startup
Awards North East was an ambitious, pioneering
and risky project to run during various stages of the
pandemic, but we knew that with the support of our
long-standing and new partners, we would be able to
deliver a meaningful and much-needed experience for
early-stage founders.
“With partnership backing, the awards gave all
applicants a vital confidence boost, connections
and publicity to grow their start-ups, while inspiring
members of the North East business community with
their ideas and ambitions to grow.
“A healthy tonic after the year we’ve had and as I
said at the events, if you can start a business during a
pandemic, you can pretty much do anything!”
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Pivoting to a new career
Perspective (North East) Ltd is well versed in helping clients navigate their respective wealth
journeys. It is now, however, supporting voyages of a different kind, with its adviser Andrew
Heap assisting commercial pilots affected by the COVID-19 pandemic to land new roles in
the financial services sector.
www.pfgl.co.uk
@perspectivefgl

WE’VE ALL COME TO KNOW THE MEANING OF
‘pivoting’ in relation to the disruption caused by
COVID-19 to the employment landscape.
One man, though, understands the phrase to a far
greater extent.
For Andrew Heap, pivoting refers not just to
switching careers, but an essential part of a previous
profession.
Having begun his working life in the financial
services sector with Lloyds, Andrew [pictured]
transferred a long-held passion for flying into a full-time
job.
Qualifying as a commercial pilot in 2018, he became
a first officer with Thomas Cook and, as a type-rated
Airbus pilot, flew with the travel operator for 11 months.
However, upon the holiday company’s collapse in
September 2019, Andrew was required to undertake
another trip – one that saw him pivot back to financial
services.
His journey quickly took him to Newcastle and
Darlington-based Perspective (North East), where he is
now working as an adviser to many of the firm’s clients.
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But he hasn’t stopped there.
Using his knowledge of both industries, Andrew is
now helping fellow pilots and flight deck crew embark
on their own fresh voyages of occupational discovery.
Late last year, he approached the British Airline
Pilots’ Association (BALPA) to offer his support for
fellow flyers, knowing from first-hand experience
the damage COVID-19 has had on those working in
aviation.
From that, he led a webinar that introduced members
of the trade union to the financial advice sector and the
routes to qualification.
And, such has been the success of his venture,
BALPA says more than 50 displaced commercial pilots
have begun initial training, aided by funding support
from the London Institute of Banking and Finance, with
another 100 expressing their interest to come aboard.
To further sustain the progress, Andrew is primed to
run a series of case study webinars for BALPA members
across the coming months, which will focus on key
financial planning principles.
He says: “Pilots possess many of the attributes
needed to be a financial adviser.
“They are calm, measured and compliant
professionals, who enjoy a challenge and are keen to
deliver a high standard of service.
“They are also familiar with training, exams and
continuous professional development – all essential in
being a financial advice professional.”
Praising Andrew’s desire to help fellow pilots
navigate a course back to employment, Ian Wilkinson,
Perspective (North East) managing director, adds:
“We are thrilled to play our part in supporting fellow
professionals towards a viable career in our everevolving industry.
“The reaction from within aviation has been little
short of amazing, and I know Andrew is delighted to
have been able to help numerous individuals adapt
their careers.”

Perspective
(North East)
Ltd
-

From its
Newcastle and
Darlington bases,
Perspective
(North East) Ltd
provides advice
and support
to individuals,
companies and
trustees on areas
that include
investment,
retirement
planning,
inheritance
tax planning,
personal wealth
and corporate
planning.
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Securing the skills of the future
Amid the ever-changing business landscape of the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for skilled
workers has arguably never been more important. One institution playing no small part in
ensuring operators can continue tapping into a strong talent stream, in this environment
and beyond, is the University of Sunderland. Here, Steven Hugill speaks to Professor Jon
Timmis, deputy vice chancellor (commercial), about the university’s higher and degree
apprenticeships, and the value they possess for both employees and employers.
www.sunderland.ac.uk/apprenticeships
@sunderlanduni
@UoS_CaPE

SUCCESS IN BUSINESS COMES ONLY FROM THE
building of strong foundations.
Market-changing products and services, a continued
focus on innovation, robust cashflow and access
to key markets are all cornerstones in bolstering an
organisation’s commercial standing.
But people skills are another crucial element when it
comes to progress.
Staff are the heartbeat of any business, and the
nurturing of new workers alongside the upskilling of
existing colleagues is fundamental to growth.
And one institution ensuring the latter plays out to its
fullest is the University of Sunderland.
Through its development and delivery of higher
and degree apprenticeships, the university is helping
companies, from SMEs to multinationals across the
North East and beyond, maintain effective talent
streams.
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Co-designed alongside regional and countrywide
organisations, the institution’s 14 apprenticeships
integrate academic study with on-the-job experience.
In addition, the apprenticeships, which cover areas
from digital and technology, to leadership and training,
teaching, engineering, healthcare and business, are
specifically tailored to employers’ needs.
Accessible to people of all ages already in
employment, they allow companies to avoid skills
shortages by growing, developing and motivating
teams and provide scope to progress current workers’
abilities that helps retain expertise and experience,
while meeting evolving marketplace requirements.
Furthermore, the cost-effective nature of the
university’s programmes contributes to business
sustainability, meaning firms can better futureproof
operations and begin to lay out succession plans.
By the end of July, the university’s apprenticeship
numbers stood at more than 700 – with 243 new
starters this year and a further 500 anticipated in the
next academic year – which, says Professor Jon Timmis,
deputy vice chancellor (commercial), is representative
of significant progress over the last seven years.
“Our higher and degree apprenticeships are a central
provision for us,” he says.
“We have had a big increase in numbers and a
lot is down to us refocusing our offer to make our
apprenticeships more accessible to – and understood
by – learners and businesses.
“We have big ambitions, and our aim is to make our
apprenticeships an absolutely authentic option for
people, whether they are school leavers – looking for
employers that would support a degree apprenticeship

– or people already in work that are looking to upskill.”
A key aspect in the growth of the university’s
programmes, says Professor Timmis [pictured], is
an evolving acknowledgement by individuals and
organisations about the merits of such learning.
This was highlighted recently when the university,
one of the UK’s first to introduce higher and degree
apprenticeships, announced a partnership with Spire
Healthcare to co-deliver a new registered nurse degree
apprenticeship.
Supporting 250 learners a year for five years, across
Spire’s 35 English hospitals, Professor Timmis says
interest was “extraordinary” in the course, which
combines training and assessments through distance
learning and on-site placements.
“We are definitely on a journey,” he says.
“More employers are seeing the benefits of
apprenticeships and how they can help to narrow the
skills gaps.
“Young people are understanding more greatly
the opportunities afforded by higher and degree
apprenticeships, and how they can gain a degree while
learning on the job and getting paid a wage.
“More employers are now offering apprenticeship
opportunities to young people, which is helping widen
participation and offering an alternative route to
improving skills and progressing careers.
“Our programmes certainly play to the strengths of a
wide range of learners; they are opening opportunities
for people from backgrounds that wouldn’t necessarily
have traditionally considered graduate-level
employment, and that is a fantastic thing.”
Professor Timmis continues: “But they are also very
attractive for employees of any age who are keen to
upskill.
“It is becoming increasingly common for people
already in work to do a degree apprenticeship or an
MBA.
“The design of apprenticeships means they work
while they study, and anecdotal evidence points to
a really positive relationship between employer and
employee.
“Companies know they can put someone on an
apprenticeship programme with us and retain their
services, safe in the knowledge that member of staff is
receiving good training.
“Equally, that worker is very satisfied because they
are getting good support from their employer which is
helping with their career progression.”

Professor Timmis says all University of Sunderland
apprenticeship programmes have been developed in
collaboration with employers to ensure they meet the
needs of organisations and include relevant knowledge,
skills and behaviours essential to the job roles.
He adds: “As we develop a programme, we talk
to partners and ask things like, ‘is this the kind of
material you need? Are we covering everything in the
Apprenticeship Standard and covering your individual
needs too?’”
The university works with a wide range of local,
national and multinational employers, including public
sector, charitable and private sector organisations.
And Professor Timmis says joint ventures such as
that between the university and Spire Healthcare only
emphasise the institution’s close links to industry, which
he says help fashion apprenticeship programmes to
individual business’ needs.
He says: “Co-development is so important in the
delivery of our apprenticeships, not just for students
but for organisations too.
“We tailor delivery mechanisms as well – for
example, we look at whether students need to come
into university once a week, or for a week once every
six or seven weeks.
“And we also factor in how much of the learning can
be done online and face-to-face.
“But that isn’t where our support ends.
“Apprenticeships are not only a way to educate and
train a company’s workforce but are reflective of a
genuine collaboration that could lead to other things
in the future, whether it be another apprenticeship,
student or graduate placements, or advice and
support.”

University of
Sunderland
-

Whether you
are an employee
discussing
apprenticeship
options with
your employer,
or are seeking
options to drive
workforce
development in
your organisation,
contact the
University of
Sunderland
today for more
information or
to arrange a
consultation.
Email
apprenticeships@
sunderland.ac.uk
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Professor Timmis continues: “At the heart of everything we do is building
relationships with industry.
“We are there to support businesses, the economy, the region and its
workforce; ultimately, we want to make it the best it can be.”
And Professor Timmis says the value of such close support will increasingly
be appreciated in the workplace as many operators face up to the COVID-19
pandemic.
Citing the digital sector, he says the university’s apprenticeships,
which include an undergraduate digital technology solutions professional
apprenticeship and a Masters digital technology solutions specialist (software
engineering) apprenticeship, represent great opportunities to increase skills and
innovation at a time when industry is adapting to new processes to counter the
health crisis.
“Since we are delivering work-based education, we are pump-priming the
economy and businesses with skills very quickly,” adds Professor Timmis.
“Students are learning new skills and applying them straightaway, and that is
a huge positive, particularly in the digital space where everything is moving so
fast.
“The digital sector is going to be critical in coming out of the pandemic
and there is a huge opportunity for us to help the region’s growth by helping
companies in that space.
“If some businesses are poorer in terms of digital skillsets, apprenticeships
represent a really good route in reskilling – and that is where our programmes
can help.”

The university’s higher and degree apprenticeships cover
several sectors and disciplines

The value of the University of
Sunderland’s higher and degree
apprenticeships

Matthew Graham turned to a degree
apprenticeship when he needed to further
strengthen his knowledge and experience
as a software developer on major health
projects for NHS Business Services
Authority.
He says: “From the very first module, I’ve
been discovering so much, and it’s been so
exciting to learn brand new tools.
“The motivation behind the degree was to
really understand software development IT
and be able to progress and understand the
nuts and bolts and know answers, or have
the tools to give answers.
“The apprenticeship has really opened
my eyes to applied qualifications, which
are hugely useful in the workplace. I am
going to get a Masters degree, but the
apprenticeship side is fantastic because it’s
applied knowledge I can take back into my
work.”

• Digital apprenticeships – level four Digital Community Manager, BSc
(Hons) Digital & Technology Solutions Professional and MSc Digital &
Technology Solutions Specialist.
• Engineering apprenticeships – BEng (Hons) Manufacturing Engineering
Practice or – BEng (Hons) Electronic and Electrical Engineering Practice.
• Business, training and education apprenticeships – level 5 Learning and
Skills Teacher (for those delivering training) or level six Teacher (for those
involved in primary or secondary education) and MBA Senior Leader.
• Health and care-related apprenticeships – BSc (Hons) Registered Nurse,
BSc (Hons) Healthcare Science Practice, Postgraduate Diploma Specialist
Community Practitioner District Nursing, Social Worker and MSc
Advanced Clinical Practitioner.
To view all of the university’s programmes, visit www.sunderland.ac.uk/
apprenticeships
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Mark Dibble, NHS Business Services
Authority’s executive director of people and
corporate services, says:
“We aim to match apprentices to our
roles, so their learning benefits them and us.
“As an organisation that provides a
range of NHS services, from prescription
processing to NHS Jobs and Healthy Start,
we are well placed to do that with a wide
variety of job roles on offer.
“Working with the University of
Sunderland has been excellent; our
apprentices are motivated to learn new skills
and they offer different perspectives.”
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Taking its turn
Visit Sunderland today and
you see a city undergoing
tremendous transformation.
From new business space
to residential and cultural
developments, Sunderland
is a place reborn, with fresh
employment and economic
opportunities matched by
renewed optimism. Here,
Colin Young speaks to
Washington-born architect
and television presenter
George Clarke about the
significance of the city’s
renaissance and why he is
helping bring the blueprint to
fruition.
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4Things are happening in Sunderland.
For years, if not decades, the city has
talked of ‘visions’ and of regeneration and
development.
But now the talking is over, and a new
look Sunderland is on the horizon.
A modern, spruced-up city centre
landscape is emerging and finally taking
shape although, thanks to COVID-19, most
of it has not happened before our eyes.
The pandemic could have derailed
progress – but it hasn’t.
The transformation of Sunderland
gathered pace during lockdown, rather
than shuddered to the halt the city’s
residents could have been forgiven for
anticipating.
The game-changer was Legal &
General’s seismic £100 million commitment
to the Riverside Sunderland scheme, which
is revolutionising the look of the heart of
the city on a 33.2-hectare site across both
sides of the River Wear.
Delivering the UK’s first carbon-neutral
urban quarter, Riverside Sunderland

comprises 1000 new homes, one million
square foot of new office space, where
up to 10,000 people will work, a new
£36 million eye hospital, library, hotel and
auditorium.
The endorsement of George Clarke,
Channel 4’s award-winning presenter
and architect, and Washington-born and
proud Mackem, also helps.
George has been asked for his
backing before; for his advice, expertise,
innovation, contacts – the list goes on.
He previously played a significant
role in the building of the Beacon of
Light, adjacent to the football stadium,
which, he says, is one of his proudest
achievements.
“It was a very emotional day when it
opened,” he says.
“We had to make a lot of scary
decisions and if we hadn’t done it, it
would have been failure.
“Now it is changing lives every day.
“Sir Bob Murray was the real driving
force behind that project, but a lot of
people helped pull it together – a lot of
good people.
“Every time I see it now, I am proud as
punch. It is a real symbol of hope.”
Now George is ready to help
Sunderland again because the city is
ready.
“Sunderland has a real opportunity
here and it is very exciting,” he says.
“When the council approached me, I
said, ‘if you are going to do something
and really make things happen, then I’m
in’.
“There is a huge amount of potential
and with the right team, the right people
and the right commitment, things can
happen.
“There is so much going on in the
city and with the Riverside scheme,
Sunderland has a real chance to
transform itself, but it is up to the city and
the people to look after it.
“We are 100 per cent at the beginning
of the process and people do want to
see things happening. That is everything
because words are cheap.

“As a city, Sunderland has lost a lot –
shipyards, mining, fishing – and we can
all sit around and be upset and whinge
about that, but it is what it is, and it has
happened now.
“You have to pick yourself up, dust
yourself off and say, ‘right, what are we
going to do now?’
“I think we are ready.
“People in Sunderland have heard the
talk for years and said, ‘so where is it?
When are things really going to change?’
“If there is no investment, there is no
chance to create pride, passion, belief
and excitement.
“Every investment is a risk, but you
have to keep pushing.
“That’s what is really interesting about
building stuff. We are called Mackems
because we make stuff. We build ships,
we build cars, all that malarkey.

“People take opportunities
to build stuff and make a
difference”
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“There are some good people at the
council, and I will be honest, it is the
first time since I was a kid that things
could happen, and it could really make a
difference.
“That’s why I said I would do it.”
As well as the commitment to Riverside
Sunderland, Legal & General has
pledged £60 million to the Hillthorn Park
manufacturing site and business park in
Washington.
That is expected to create 620,000
sq ft of business premises for industrial,
storage and distribution businesses
to support Sunderland’s economic
growth, and will complement further
development sites, such as the
International Advanced Manufacturing
Park (IAMP).
The latter will soon be home to
Envision AESC’s new gigafactory, which
will form part of a £1 billion project to
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create Nissan’s new EV36Zero vehicle
battery making hub.
Furthermore, the scheme is being
backed by the city’s council, which
is working to deliver an £80 million
microgrid to the site.
And the work goes on.
Close to the new City Hall, the
abandoned Gilbridge Police Station,
which has been empty for more than
six years, is due to undergo a complete
transformation thanks to Newcastlebased Hanro Group, which has agreed
terms with Sunderland City Council to
buy the building and completely refurbish
it into a suite of modern, flexible offices
of varying sizes.
At the heart of that project lies a desire,
ambition, and the pressure, to deliver a
building for the 21st century which, with
its proximity to Keel Square, will be at the
heart of the Riverside scheme.

It will complement Legal & General’s
two new offices, which will deliver
200,000sq ft of floorspace, with the
first expected to rise from the ground
within weeks and become a core part of
Riverside Sunderland.
That revolutionary scheme will extend
from the city to the Stadium of Light after
Sunderland City Council gave the green
light for a pedestrian and cycle bridge
over the River Wear, connecting the
former Vaux Brewery site to Sheepfolds.
The high-level crossing, which will
frame the Wearmouth Bridge, will feature
augmented reality, allowing people to see
virtual displays and boast creative lighting
that will appear as a ‘shard of light’ at
night.
Any work at the former Vaux site
excites George.
The 47-year-old, who left the North
East to work in London after studying
at Newcastle University, can only see
potential in this iconic area and has
even invested in the new micro-brewery
company which has bought the Vaux
brand name.
He says: “I was devastated to see Vaux
close and then see the site cleared, and
this wasteland in a city centre, by the
river. It was ridiculous.
“And when the site was tied up with
Tesco, we had regeneration plan after
regeneration plan after regeneration plan.
And nothing happened. It was a joke.
“People take opportunities to build
stuff and make a difference. And it is
not just the physical act of building; it
builds confidence, pride and passion and
inspires people.
“There is now a new building there and
a new vision in the development but that
all costs money and now there is money.
Without that, forget it.”
A number of historic properties have
already seen work to bring them back to
life as part of the Sunderland Heritage

Action Zone (HAZ) and the city’s ongoing
regeneration.
Recently, the Tyne & Wear Building
Preservation Trust (TWBPT) and
Sunderland City Council secured
£103,000 funding for vital work at 177
High Street West and 1-2 Villiers Street,
which both date back to the late 18th
century.
The council and Historic England have
already been working in partnership
through HAZ to restore 170-175 High
Street West and previously derelict Grade
II listed properties, including the former
Binns department store, which are owned
by TWBPT, providing new homes for Pop
Recs and Sunshine Cooperative.
Developments also include the
450-seater auditorium in the Minster
Quarter, the new business centre in
the former River Wear Commissioners
Building, and while work has started on a
new four-storey 120-bedroom Holiday Inn
in Keel Square, further afield the council
has also approved a £15 million retail
scheme on the site of a former colliery
near Houghton-le-Spring.
Washington-based Hellens Group
bought Houghton Colliery from the
council last year and has submitted plans
for a retail park with a discount food
store, three large format retail units, a
drive-thru restaurant and four smallerscale retail units.
Even more significant is one of the
largest industrial hub schemes in the
country after permission was granted
for a further 11-acre extension at IAMP,
on land spanning Sunderland and South
Tyneside.
Property developer HBD could deliver a
single manufacturing facility of up to one
million square feet, and it is hoped the
development will create more than 7000
new jobs over the next ten to 15 years.
All of this comes in the wake of Nissan’s
recent announcement that up to 1650
jobs could be created at its Sunderland
plant – and nearly 6000 in the supply
chain – through its new £1 billion electric

vehicle hub and the creation of ten solar
farms to power the project.
New workers need new homes, and the
city council is now embarking on a plan
to deliver 7000 new properties across
Sunderland.
One key development area is
Sunderland South, with homes springing
up in Chapelgarth, Cherry Knowle,
Ryhope and Burdon Lane.
The council has also given its backing
to further building schemes, including
Gentoo Homes’ £45 million affordable
housing development and another 1000
properties near the new Northern Spire
Bridge, as well as city centre schemes
on the former Civic Centre site and
in Sunniside, as well as on Riverside
Sunderland.
George’s charity MOBIE, the Ministry
of Building Innovation and Education,
which trains and inspires young people
into designing and building new homes,
will be heavily involved in a number of the
new projects in the city centre.
His latest, and tenth ’Amazing Spaces’
series will hit our screens shortly.
And there is a new one, Remarkable
Renovations, which starts in July. Indeed,
the opening episode, a conversion of a
Cornish bank, will have us “green with
envy”, he says.
Sunderland just might too.
“Let’s be honest, Sunderland is an
affordable place to live right now, in a
positive way,” says George.
“It’s by the sea, with beautiful
countryside on your doorstep, wonderful
people and things happening.
“The challenge is to get people to stay.
“There are a lot of very creative young
people, who perhaps can’t afford to live
in a big city, who are the type of people
who like the quirkier places like Margate,
Shoreditch or Peckham – all places that
looked untouchable and people said
could not be changed.
“Sunderland can be transformed.
“It can thrive, and we can inspire young
kids to get involved.

“We had to make a lot of
scary decisions and if we
hadn’t done it, it would
have been failure”

“When I was 18, the only place to go
was London and it was really tough to
leave, but it was the right decision for me
at the time.
“But now, with technology, you can
have new start-ups anywhere, and people
want to stay in Sunderland to make a
difference.
“Newcastle has always been buzzing.
“I went to university there, I love the
city and it has had a huge amount of
investment over 30 years.
“I think it is Sunderland’s turn now.”
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Renaissance men
Words by Colin Young
Photography by Christopher Owens

VAUX

IS BACK
The famous Sunderland brewery name, a part of the city from 1837 until it was prematurely and
permanently shut down 22 years ago, is making a comeback from a microbrewery near the Stadium of
Light. Long-time friends Michael Thompson and Steven Smith have relaunched the Vaux brand from a
warehouse in Monk Street, off Roker Avenue, and with the backing of TV presenter George Clarke, have
already produced a dozen new ales in cans and kegs and opened a taproom on the premises. As Colin
Young discovers, this is just the start in the new beginning for a name steeped in Sunderland.
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4A tiny seed of hop has been planted
in the corner of an industrial estate,
overshadowed by the Stadium of Light,
giving life to one of Sunderland’s most
iconic names.
Vaux.
Synonymous with Sunderland; the red
and gold signs on every city pub, the red
and white shirt under Peter Reid, Double
Maxim, Samson, the Brewery Tap, the
dray horses.
Vaux brewery was built in 1837 and
employed generations of workers until
the pointless obliteration of business and
building in the late ‘90s.
Three hundred jobs went that day and
with it a city’s soul and lost opportunities.
Only now is a new landscape finally
emerging on the brewery site as the city
council strives to make up for lost time.
So, what happened to the Vaux brand?
Simple answer, like the brewery site for so
long – nothing.
That’s what Sunderland-born solicitor
Steven Smith discovered after posing the
question on a night out with friends in
Germany in 2012.
Three years later, he had the trademark.
“I looked into it and no one was using
the name and there was not much talk of
it,” says Steven. “The brewery itself was
just a dilapidated site, just a wasteland,
knocked down in ’99 and nothing had
happened there.
“At one time Vaux owned Lindemans,
Tuborg and had a host of famous beer
brands. The beers are all now brewed by
other breweries and have scattered all
over the country but no one had done
anything with the actual Vaux brand
which I thought was a real shame.
“I researched other breweries which
have been reformed or the brands
resurrected and there are a lot of
examples in Germany and England and it
seemed perfect for Sunderland because
even people who have not heard of Vaux
brewery, because they were too young,
perhaps have seen or even worn the
shirts, and the name has lived on through

@vauxbrewery

the football club.
“People have emotional ties to the
brand.
“We never cease to be amazed by the
number of people who will say to us a
family member or friend worked at the
brewery or their grandfather looked after
the horses or their great grandfather
worked there.
“It took three years to acquire the
trademark, I didn’t have the time or
resources to do anything with it so
nothing really happened until late 2018.”
That was when Steven and Michael
Thompson reconnected, two former St
Aidan’s Catholic Academy pupils, meeting
for a coffee and a chat. Both keen to find a
new venture. Vaux.
“When I told him I had the brand, his
eyes nearly popped out of his head,”
Steven says.
“He kept pestering me and kept saying,
‘we need to have a chat’ and eventually
we sat down and agreed to do it.”
We’re sitting at the wooden tables in
the taproom.
On the black wall, beneath impressive
red girders which smack of Roker Park,
that famous red and gold pub sign is the
one noticeable nod to the old brewery.
The rest is subtle, such as the four
keg ales with the same logo, brewed
on the premises, which top the list of a
dozen choices and match every taste
and capability; from the Decent Days
and Nights Indian Pale Ale, named after
a Futureheads song, and a new oatmeal
stout called Black Wave.
It is here that the hard work, and
the fun, come together to create the
tantalising new tastes to take Vaux
forward.
“Coming up with the beers and styles
and flavour combinations, the names,
designs, that is the bit that gets us really
excited,” says Michael.
“We sit down, go through what we like,
what is popular, what we can sell and
somewhere in that Venn diagram is a beer
we can produce and can make money
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from, but which excites us as well.
“We have to make it a business, but
we don’t want to make craft beer just to
sell it.
“We want to make the best beer we
can, and we have always said the beer will
be the focus of everything.
“Yes, we have an amazing historic
brand that underpins everything but if the
beer is not good enough, no one will care.
Thankfully people have been receptive to
the 12 beers we’ve made so far.”
Opposite is the impressive mural,
lovingly created by Sunderland artist
Kathryn Robertson, who also designed
the Vaux pint glass, with a city landscape
amid meandering brewing pipes that wrap
around it.
She has expanded on the theory in the
most colourful black and white panorama
possible for a warehouse wall.
“When we moved in, the natural
extension of the glass was a mural on the

wall,” Michael explains.
“We told her, ‘we’ll paint the whole wall
black and you go crazy’, and she made it
up as she went along, loosely based on
the glass. And it changed the building
immediately.”
A short while ago, this place was
packed; a soft opening night with
street food to whet the appetites of the
Sunderland beer lovers.
As soon as England qualified for the
last 16 of the Euros, the booking app
and email requests went into overdrive.
It was a significant moment for the new
partnership.
“It was mainly people sat in the building
wanting to do it all again,” Steven says.
“That was such a nice feeling.
“We’ve been in this building throughout
the COVID-19 winter, just rattling around
emptying boxes, packing boxes, filling
cans and at times it just felt like, ‘what
are we doing?’ We both had good jobs. It
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seemed crazy.
“When there were people in, just soft
conversation, people watching football,
drinking beers, the place felt alive.”
Michael and Steven re-launched Vaux
around the time of the 20th anniversary of
the original brewery’s closure.
Not really a cause for celebration, they
acknowledge, but the perfect time to test
the water and galvanise interest.
Within an hour, they had 1000 Twitter
followers, and they have not looked back
since.
They also got an injection of
support and investment from George
Clarke, Channel 4’s Washington-born
architectural expert who is playing his
part in reshaping the city landscape.
George says: “I was talking to someone
at the council, because I am helping with
the redevelopment strategy, and we were
discussing Vaux being part of the site and
someone mentioned there were these two
guys who had attained the name and I
said I’d love to meet them.
“I had no intention of being involved
at all. I just thought they were two lads I
would like to have a beer with and when
we met, it was totally relaxed.
“I just said, ‘do you want any help or
support?” And that was it.”
After initially brewing their new ales in
Durham, they scoured Sunderland for a
building of their own, and although the
former site of Vaux brewery was out of
bounds – for now – the Monk Street cabin
seems the perfect starting point.
And with a new, restriction-free, openstadia football season just weeks away,
the taproom’s allure is certain to prove too
tempting for thousands of curious, and
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thirsty, match day Mackems.
Michael says: “When we moved in it
was just a white building and grey floor
and it is not exactly a salubrious location.
“But we looked around for a year and
there is a real scarcity of industrial units in
Sunderland and only a handful of places
where you could build a business like this.
“We looked at quirky places, but
most of those were ruled out because of
drainage, and it wasn’t physically possible.
“This wasn’t the ideal location, and we
didn’t want people to associate it with a
dilapidated location in the city centre, but
it is near the stadium so it’s a no-brainer.
“We thought, ‘there’s always going
to be football on, this could be to our
advantage’.
And then came COVID-19…”
As with all businesses, they had to
adapt to the pandemic and the closure of
the new premises for the majority of the
last year has allowed time to work on their
products and e-commerce.
They have spent hours, if not days,
draining the kegs to fill elaborate and
decorative cans and send them out across
the region, and beyond.
As they prepare for the start of the
football season, and renewed footfall,
Michael and Steven are also already
contemplating expansion into other
realms of Sunderland which are ripe for
development and investment.
Michael adds: “People said to me they
didn’t think a craft brewery and taproom
model would work in Sunderland but as
well as our beer, some of the choices on
the board behind us is among the best
in the UK, from old craft breweries that
people go wild for and we are putting

them on in a warehouse in a retail park in
Roker and people are coming and buying
them.
“Ultimately, Vaux closed down because
they didn’t have any independence. It was
a FTSE-250 company, answerable to the
shareholders and the advice then was to
sell the brewery.
That’s devastating when you consider
the renaissance that has happened since
then.
“We have never said we are the original
brewery, we just want to keep the name
alive. We are an independent brewery,
and if we continue to grow, we will keep
our independence.
“The idea was to create some sort of
legacy.
“That is what really excites me. Looking
ahead at where we could go next and
what we could do. Is there even an option
to move to the Vaux site one day? That
would be the perfect fit and location.”
And Steven adds: “All of a sudden you
can see little things changing. When we
started this there was not a single beer
shop in Sunderland, now there’s four I can
think of off the top of my head.
“There’s more specialist food and
drink shops popping up everywhere and
some fantastic independent cafes and
restaurants appearing despite the year
we’ve had.
“That’s incredible to me.
”Some people just don’t think it is
possible in Sunderland and that culture
totally needs to change.
“If you put some effort into in, capture
people’s imagination and give them a
good selection of good food and good
drink, then people will respond to it.”
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Closing this month’s issue of North East Times, Phil Forster, Teesside International Airport’s recently appointed
managing director, looks back on a tricky period for tourism and aviation and predicts a rosy future for the
business, which has experienced significant and positive change despite the COVID-19 pandemic.
www.teessideinternational.com			

4The past 18 months have been challenging for all businesses.
But with travel bans, COVID-19 restrictions, quarantine rules
and ongoing difficulties around green, amber and red travel
zones, and the introduction of vaccination passports, it has been
particularly tough for the travel industry. How has the airport
coped?
The past year has been incredibly difficult for everyone,
including the aviation industry.
However, with the global coronavirus vaccine rollout
continuing, and with international travel restrictions being
reviewed regularly, there’s light at the end of the tunnel and we’re
now back in action.
During the national lockdowns, working with our airline
partners, we made the decision to reduce our operations but keep
some vital flights for key workers running late last year.
This helped us bring forward a multi-million-pound
redevelopment of our terminal and now we’re able to welcome
passengers from Teesside, North Yorkshire and the wider North
East again.
We’ve upgraded our check-in and security areas with new bag
and body scanners.
There’s a new Landside Café and Goosepool bar joining the
refurbished Transporter Bar and Kitchen and people can relax
in one of two lounges – the Middleton Lounge and the Rockliffe
lounge. Duty free is returning after 12 years and we have
welcomed local businesses House of Zana and Rejoy.
We’ve continued to back our businesses too, with 92 per cent of
all work carried out by local firms.
On top of this, we secured some of the UK’s biggest airlines –
Loganair, Ryanair and TUI – to offer popular major national and
international routes from Teesside.

4Despite the obvious difficulties and lockdowns, there have
been a number of positive announcements from the airport.
What are the highlights?
In November last year we revealed a new long-term partnership
with Loganair.
The UK’s biggest regional airline is flying from Teesside
to Aberdeen, Belfast, Bristol, Jersey, Newquay and London
Heathrow, with the route to the capital running three-times daily
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from July 12.
Loganair has also recently struck a deal with British Airways so
people can now book with BA to fly globally from Teesside.
Days later, we announced low-cost carrier Ryanair would be
joining the airport, flying to Alicante and Palma, Majorca.
Thanks to everyone getting behind those flights, we went on to
introduce two more – to Faro, Portugal, and Corfu.
These are taking off and proving popular already, giving people
a welcome holiday in these hard times.
To top it all off, TUI, the UK’s biggest holiday company, will also
be coming back to offer people breaks to Majorca next summer.
And then, in the past few weeks, KLM has also resumed its
service to Amsterdam Schiphol following another long-term
deal, which will give people more options when travelling
internationally. Thanks to these announcements, our airport has
come further faster than we ever thought.

4As we come into the summer, and hopefully the easing of
pandemic rules and restrictions, what do you think the future
holds for Teesside International Airport?
The airport is celebrating its 80th birthday this year, but while
we’ve been highlighting our past, we’re looking to the future.
The routes and development we’ve carried out will lay the
foundations of our success.
Even with the pandemic, we’re seeing real appetite from people
keen to use their local airport.
This will only grow as travel restrictions are eased and people
from further afield, for example Durham and South Shields,
discover we’re convenient, efficient and have the routes they
might be going elsewhere for.
The popularity of our current destinations and future services,
with the likes of TUI, will lead to us being able to offer more
locations as we continue talks with airlines.
We’re also diversifying what we do to protect the airport’s
future, with work continuing on the southside manufacturing and
logistics park development.
Being part of the Teesside freeport will also be another string to
our bow when attracting businesses to the site.
The results of our efforts are now starting to be seen, and
Teesside is taking off once again.
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